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Trustees approve
new budget with
tuition increase s
'
Budget
calls for 5.5 percent in-state tuition increase
By John Doherty
News Editor
The University System of
New Hampshire's Board of Trustees approved an operating budget
for fiscal years 1992-93 Tuesday.
The $617 million budget calls for a
5 .5 percent in-state tuition increase
and a 7 percent out-of-state tuition increase each year.
The Board ofTrustee' s budget
includes a request for $131.2 million in state spending and represents the smallest increase in
USNH spending in 20 years, according to Edward McKay, vicechancellor for planning and
budget.
Requested money from the
state rose $25.3 million but is seen
as modest by some trustees.
"We believe this budget is
reasonable, and essential-every
dime," said McKay. Past budgets
rose nearly 50 percent per biennium. The 1992-93 biennium rose
only 23.9 percent.
At UNH the tuition increase
translates into a $170 increase for
in-state students in 1992, bringing
tuition to $3290. Tuition would
then increase to $3470 in 1993. Outof-state students would be paying
$10,530 by 1993.
According to McKay, even
with the tuition increases the system is merely holding its own with
most spending merely keeping
pace with inflation.
"These are the minimum financial requirements for the system," said Art Grant, secretary of
USNH.
Grant said that New Hampshire Governor Judd Gregg had
stipulated that in proposing budgets, state agencies like USNH must
plan for a spending level at 90
percent of the current level for the
first year and 95 percent the second year. Grant said the board of

trustees did not adhere to those
guidelines.
"The trustees were saying that
it's just impossible for us to operate in those parameters," said
Grant. "In order to live within
them, we'd have to cut something
big - like a college. We have an
obligation to the students, the
parents and the state to state what
we feel is the minimum (needs of
the system)."
McKay said the budget the
board proposed is much more
comprehensive than the one
Gregg's guidelines regulate. It
includes money for salaries, equipment, research, dining halls everything the USNH spends
money on.
"Our budget includes all our
needs," said McKay. "Historically
we have not complied with the
guidelines."
Money for salaries increased
6 percent, according to McKay.
That does not mean that teachers'
salaries will increase 6 percent said
McKay. USNH Chancellor Claire
Van Ummerson has said the real
salary increases will be "modest."
The USNH budget is divided
in to three categories: an education and general fund, which
makes up 62 percent of the budget
and into which tuition goes; 20
percent self-supporting funds for dorms, dining halls and the
New England center; and the
remaining $1.8 million goes to
grants and research.
McKay said the budget the
board of trustees approved will
not necessarily be accepted by the
state. The poor economic condition of New Hampshire and the
region led the board to request a
modest budget.
"We would have lost credibility (with the state) if we asked
for a 50 percent increase," said
McKay.

Delta Chi ritual books may be used against them in an upcoming hearing

(Blaise Masse photo)

Tempor ary injuncti on
halts .Delta Chi hearing
By Colleen Murphy
can be used by the University and i.d.'s on them and they believed
News Reporter
until then the University has no those arrested could be identified
The November 7 disciplinary case with Delta Chi, Murphy said. by the books."
hearing at which the University
The pledge books were conMurphy said, "That's a bunch
Student Conduct was to h~ve tried fiscated by Durham Police on of crap. For at least 16 of the
Delta Chi fraternity for charges October 17 during the arrest of 49 pledges, i.d.' s were taken also.
yet unknown was halted by a pledges and brothers who were Some of them gave the books up
temporary injunction granted to charged with criminally trespass- [to the police], some of them had
Delta Chi by the Strafford County ing on the railroad tracks of Ben- the books forcibly removed from
Superior Court.
nett Rd. in Durham.
their pockets."
The injunction, authorized on
It was originally believed that
"Legally, a search and a seithe very morning of the would-be a ritual book, not pledge books, zure are different things. You
hearing, restrained the University was confiscated by the police. could have a search consented to
from conducting the hearing on Durham Police Capt.Joe McGann or not consented to and it still
the grounds that the 20 pledge said thatthis falsified information would be considered illegal. We
books, which the University had wasprobablyreleasedbecausethe justclaimthathowtheyweretaken
planned to use as the basis for police are not familiar with the was illegal," said Murphy.
charges against the fraternity, are exact terms given to Greek books.
Barb Brueggemen, Assistant
inadmissableevidence, according
According to McGann, "The -Dean for Student Affairs and
to Delta Chi's lawyer, Kenneth D. officers on the scene took the books Conduct, said that although Delta
Murphy.
because the students did not have
please see DELTA CHI page 11
According to the injunction, - ..- .-..- .- .-.-.. - . -------------------
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By John Doherty
News Editor
A University appeals board
yesterday reviewed Antonio Darnell Steadman's request for a second hearing on sexual and physical assault charges. The appeal
board's decision is unkno~.
Steadman was expelled from
the University on November 6 by
the University Conduct Board for
allegedly sexually and physically
assaulting a UNH sophomore in
Lord Hall. Steadman,a blackscholarshi p athlete, has claimed the
reasons for his expulsion involved

racism and he has filed a libel suit
against the alleged victim in Strafford County Superior Court.
According to the University
conduct office, the case was not reheard at yesterday's meeting. The
reasons presented by Steadman
and his lawyer John Lyons for a
second hearing were reviewed.
Every student tried in the conduct
system is allowed such a review if
they request one.
Lyons said he would not
comment on the specific reasons
for a new hearing in the appeal
until the board makes its decision,

but said, "Number one the rules
(of the conduct system) are unfair,
and number two, he did not violate the things -he is accused of."
Lyons also further dispelled
rumors of the athletic departments
involvement in the case.
"My client and my client alone
is Darnell Steadman. No one else
hired me or paid me."
In Friday' sThe Ne:w Hampshire,
Dean of Students Gregg Sanborn
said, in a letter to the editor, the
membership of the board that
heard Steadman's case had been
manipulated as charged by Lyons.
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Incinerator spews 100 tons every day
By Pam Nealey
News Reporter
For the majority of the year, Professor Tat Smith of the
natural resources department has to keep his office window dosed.
His office in James Hall is across from the Lamprey
Regional Incinerator and Smith said that ashes and soot
come in through his window whenever he has it open.
'This incinerator is disgusting," said Smith. "You
can't live this close to it and not notice it," he continued.
The incinerator burns municipal solid waste and garbage from households in 13 surrounding towns and from
UNH, according to Patrick Genest the administrator of the
Lamprey Incinerator.
Genest said that 100 tons of waste are burned every
single day.
The ash left over after burning the waste is brought to
the Lamprey landfill in Somersworth where it is put into a
double-lined ash monofill, said Genest.
The ash is treated by mixing sludge left over from the
Somersworth Waste Water Treatment Plant with the ash,
according to Bob Desjardins, an operator at the treatment
plant.
, He said the "huge mound" of ash and sludge are
covered with a plastic liner.
According to Genest the ash/ sludge mixture is tested
monthly and "only a little bit of salt and ammonia, but no
toxins are found," he said.
When asked about the effects this process has to the
environment and to the health of people Genest said, "I'm
·an envir<;>nmentalist and the only thing to do with it is bum
it When we put wastes in the ground they come back to
haunt
He added that recycling in Durham and the surrounding towns has not had much of an effect on reducing the
amount of wastes incinerated.
Furthermore, Genest added that the emissions from
the incinerator are low because "we don't burn rubber tires

us."

or stuff like that."
Smith said that at night the stacks of the
incinerator are blown and this releases large
particles into the air.
Dr. Bob Eckert, the environmental conservation program coordinator at UNH, said that
there are corrosive substances in the ash, pointing out that the paint on the natural resources
department van was ruined by the ash particles.
Smith said, "It is difficult for me to believe
there isn't an impact on the vegetation" and
surrounding environment.
There are dead and dying trees around
here, he added.
Smith said the water quality of College
Brook is bad because "sewers and drains in the
building of the incinerator go straight into
College Brook."
Genest said that "we affect a percentage of
College Brook pollution but we are at present
time eliminating this."
He stated that by May 1991 nothing will go
·
into College Brook from the incinerator.
Also, Genest said, "People should worry
more about buildings like Spaulding that are
dumping stuff into the brook."
The Lam prey Incinerator's license expires
ip 1995 said Genest, and they are planning to
renew the license to extend the operation of the
incinerator to 1998.
The problem Eckert sees with incineration
is that "in the long-run, it is not safe due to air
pollution and the disposal of possibly toxic ash.
It is a short-term fix and it certainly smells bad." Lamprey Regional Incinerator sits across from James
(Brion Kinne photo)
Smith said incineration is a trade-off between "one
a lot of crap into the air and there is a lot of stink but the
waste and pollution problem to another."
incinerator doesn't ever seem like a big issue on camLoriOxenreider,aseniorEnglishmajorsaid, "It spews
pus."

Alleged Killer Found
· Competent

Protesters Delay Bomb
Test

Population Count May
Be Off

Boston - Henry L. Meinholz, the alleged killer of Kingston, Mass. teen Melissa Benoit, was found competent to
stand trial, but his attorney may still use an insanity
defense. Meinholz, the 52-year-old next-door neighbor
of Benoit, continues to have no memory of involvement'
with the murder of the 13-year-old girl found buried in
his basement. Meinholz's wife, Jane invoked the right
not to testify against a spouse and will therefore not
appear in front of a grand jury. Meinholz' s attorney, Jack
Atwood said he expects a formal indictment from the
grand jury charging

Las Vegas, Nev. - Four members of the environmental
group Greenpeace delayed the underground test of a British nuclear weapon by being near the detonation sight
only minutes before the bomb blew. Security officers
arrested the protesters at the desert sight, 105 miles from
Las Vegas. The Energy Department at first disputed
Greenpeace's claim that four people had reached the sight
Wednesday morning, one official said that only scientists
were present at the sight. A spokesman later said that the
detonation was delayed because of technical difficulties.
The department said that the bomb was considerably
larger than the bomb detonated over Hiroshima during
World War II.

Washington -The Census Bureau's earlier estimate of
250.2 million people is likely to be two million greater
than the 1990 population count, according to the chairman of the House committee that oversees the census.
Director of the Census Bureau Barbara Everitt Bryant
said she did not disagree with the latest committee data,
but she would not commit herself to any figure before
the official release of figures on Dec. 31. A Wednesday
hearing considered the question of whether forms were
falsified by some of the 300,000 enumerators or their
supervisors. Chicago and New Jersey newspaper articles indicated that enumerators were instructed to
create one-person households for residences they could
not get to. An investigation is under way.

Government Sells
Brothel

Bishops Silently
Object to
Contraception Ban

Reno -The Mustang Ranch, a former brothel, was sold
Tuesday by the Federal Government for $1.49 million.
Nevada, home of about three dozen brothels, is the only
state where prostitution is legal. The Mustang Ranch was
seized by the Internal Revenue Service in September because its owners owed $13 million in back taxes. The
property ha<l been appraised at $10 million. The high
bidder refused to reveal both his name and plans for the
330 acres of land and several buildings. The 65-year-old
former owner, Joe Conforte said he plans to move to
California and begin a campaign to legalize prostitution
there.

Washington- Roman Catholic Bishop Kenneth E. Unter
of Mich. told colleagues Wednesday that the credibility
of the church was being damaged by their refusal to
openly discuss their objections to the papal ban on
contraception. The meeting of American Catholic Bishops confronted this issue for the first time in many
years. Pope John Pa~l II said the church's contraception
ban serves as a test for the loyalty of Catholic theologians and leaders. However, lar.gemajorities of American
Catholics disregard the church's teac~ing against the
use of contraception, according to surveys ..

President Would
Consult Congress,
Unless...
Washington- President Bush assured Congress on Wednesday that he would consult the lawmakers before
using force in the Persian Gulf. However, the president
fell short of promising to seek authorization fo; military
force to react to sudden Iraqi provocation. The president
dismissed Congress' request to hold a special congressional session on the Persian Gulf crisis, despite many
lawmakers saying it would be unconstitutional for the
president to send U.S. troops without approval. Thursday, President Bush responded to Congress by producing a copy of the Constitution from his jacket and declaring that he understood what the document said about
the responsibility of Congress to declare war. The president added, '1t also says that I'm the Commander in
Chief."
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Musi c _indust ry and
obsce nity spark debat e
By Bob Durling
Staff Reporter
Tuesday night's debate between 2 Live Crew buster Jack Thompson and former Black Flag
singer Henry Rollins promised
fireworks.
It delivered sparklers.
The two men, speaking in the
GraniteStateRoomTuesdaynight,
delivered occasional barbs at their
targets, which were the music
industry and obscenity for Thompson · and censorship for
Rollins. But confrontation between
the two was kept to a minimum,
with Rollins even saying in his
opening statement that he and
Thompson shared a great common ground.
Thompson, a lawyer who
brought the initial obscenity
charge against 2 Live Crew for
their album As Nasty As They Want
To Be, surpassed Rollins in the
name-calling department, calling
the band members and record
company executives "moral zeros" and said, ''The record ind ustry is the most irresponsible in-

Attorney Jack Thompson

dustry in this country. They make blaming sexual assault problems
Exxon look like the Red Cross."
partly on advertising that portrays
Thompson, who represented women as "soft cuddly objects
sexually abused women for 5 years, meant to serve men on their
kept hammering at his point that backs." He said education was
explicit albums were falling into the key to changing people's attithe hands of children and were tudes toward women.
then leading to sexual violence.
"If Luther Campbell (lead
According to him, record compa- singer of 2 Live Crew) had had a
nies say 80 percent of the people good education, he wouldn't even
who bought As Nasty As They bother to make such a bad recWanna Be are children.
ord."
He said obscenity, such as that
The two agreed that parents
contained in the album, was "a · should ideally know what their
frontal assault on every child, the kids are listening to. Rollins said,
painting of a bull's eye on the back "If I had a kid, we'd play that
of every woman in this room."
album and I'd tell him, 'That's not
Rollins disagreed, saying, "If the way to treat women."'
all 2 Live Crew albums were taken
"I'd be uber-dad. I'd monitor
out of homes, we wouldn't see a everything," he said.
dent in sexual abuse."
But Thompson said parents
"He's chasing mosquitos with can't be everywhere all the time.
a sledgehammer," Rollins said.
"Wehavetousethepow erofgovHe said he had listened to As ernment to protect children and
Nasty As They Want To Be. "It was women" from violence and sexone of the most excruciating expe- ual violence caused by listening
riencesl can remember. It's a bunch to obscene records, he said.
of guys talking idiotic trash."
Censorship was addressed by
But pulling records off shelves both men, with Thompson saying
is not the solution, said Rollins, what he was doing was in no way
censorship.
Rollins fears that once one
explicit album is taken off the
shelves, the wheels of censorship
would start rolling and everything
would be affected. "If this is obscene, then this is obscene and
this is obscene," which ends up
with books getting banned, he
1
said.
Thompson sees i~ differently.
ResPonding to a question from
the audience about the slippery
slope of censorship, he said, ''The
slippery slope we're on is toward
showing snuff films on TV."
Rollins said 2 Live Crew's
music reflects their backgrounds.
Luther Campbell, given the opportunities he's been given, is an
American success story, considering "not many black males are
given money or an education."
The situation is especially bad
for blacks in ghettos like Compton, Calif., home of rap group
N.W.A., where there's little hope
of escaping because they haven't
been given the tools for it. ''They
got a gun, they got the opportu( Ben Frazier photo)

please see DEBATE page 12

Henry Rollins, former Black Flag member

( Ben Frazier photo)

Rollins , Thomp son
convinc ed about
obscen ity issues
By Bob Durling
Staff Reporter
An hour after their debate last
night, as first Jack Thompson and
then Henry Rollins sat in the
MUSOoffice,it was apparent what
separated the men.
Their eyes.
Thompson, the lawyer responsible for bringing obscenity
charges against 2 Live Crew, has
the slightly glazed eyes of a zeaiot.
His commitment to his crusade
cooly mists out through them, like
he's completely interested, unwavering and confident in his
cause, yet always has something
else on his mind. His brain works
intently at summoning forth any
bit of minutiae that can support
his arguments, while all along his
eyes are in some faraway place.
Henry Rollins, former lead
singerofhardcore band Black Flag,
has the black eyes of a ferret, eyes
that drill holes in all they look at.
They radiate heat like a blast furnace. Intensity pulses from them
in conjunction with the steely
workings of his mouth as he
embarks on lengthy monologues.

Thompson was fatigued after the debate; his 11-month crusade against obscenity is apparently taking its toll on him. His
current lecture tour ends December 1, and he isn't sure what he'll
do next. "I'm a Christian, and Paul
says in a scripture, 'Don't talk
about tomorrow-it's presumptuous to decide what you have to
do when God is the one who decides.' 1 don't know w'r.'l..•. HP has
in store for me tomorrow," he said.
The possibility of attacking
porn could be ahead for Thompson, who said that hardcore
porn is considered obscene by law,
yet continues to be sold over
counters across the nation. Porn
hasn't been attacked as visibly as
obscenity in music ''because there
are not enough Jack Thompsons
around," he said.
Thompson said he considered
himself a crusader, and acknowledged his religious background
played a large part in his decision
to attack obscenity. But it was not
his sole motivating force. "I'm a
please see INTERVIEW page 12
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Soviet Tanks
on the Move

Natio:µal Addres s
Deman ded of
Gorbac hev
Moscow - The Soviet Parliament altered its agenda
Wednesday because of concern for the nation's economic
situation, and demanded that President Mikhail S. Gorbachev give an emergency address on the state of the
union. The unexpected revolt by the lawmakers was
fueled by constituency fears of economic collapse and
famine. Mr. Gorbachev agreed to address today both the
economy and t~e uncertain shift of government authority
across the nation. The lawmakers' demand was supported by a 362--0 vote, with 4 abstentions.

Thatch er Confro nted
by Opposi tion
London - Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher faces
political opposition from Michael Heseltine, a pro-European figure who she pushed out of her Cabinet in 1986.
Heseltine, 57, called upon the 372 Conservative members
of Parliament to overthrow Mrs. Thatcher next Tuesday
as part~ l~der_and Prime Minister. Mr. Heseltine supports Bntam bemg a full-fledged partner in the European
~ommunity. Mrs. Thatcher wants to preserve the centunes-ol~ prerogatives of parliamentary democracy. Mr.
Heseltme has been planning to be Prime Minister since he
was a student at Oxford.

. Washington - The Bush Administration is trying
!o msure that Moscow will destroy many of the weapons
1t has re?'~ved _over the past two years from Europe as
the adm1mstrat1on moves to sign a landmark treaty. The
treaty calls for the reduction of conventional forces in
Europe _from ~he Atlantic to the Urals. The treaty limits
the Soviet Umon to 13,000 tanks, with the excess being
destroyed. Weapons removed before the signing of the
agreement on Monday avoid the legal obligation to be
destroyed. The Soviet Union recently informed the U.S.
that it had 25,000 tanks in Europe, meaning than 12,000
wo1:11d ha~e to be destroyed under the new treaty. The
Soviet Umon has been moving tanks out of the region
covered by the treaty to avoid their destruction. When
the talks began in 1988 the Soviet Union had about 40 000
tanks in Europe.
'

Nations Prospe r
From Crisis
Jakarta, Indonesia - Southeast Asian economies
have suffered from the increase in oil prices as a result of
the Iraqi ~ccupatio~ of Kuwait, but some have prosrer~d. Wh1lecountnes like the Philippines, who have no
md1?enous energy so_urces, have been suffering political
t~ns1ons and economic hardships, Indonesia and Malaysia have turned an unexpected profit from oil exports.
The Indonesian budget through March 1991 was based
on oil at $16.50 a barrel. This fiscal year the country will
earn over $2 billion in profit. Malaysia predicts it will
earn an extra $160 million.

Turkey Not to be
Second Front
.
Rome - Turkey's leaders have said that their army
will _not be used as a second front a war against Iraq.
Pres1~~nt Turgut Ozal dismissed the idea of Turkey
prov1dmg the second front, while the United States and
other forces attack Iraq from the south, as "pure fantasy." Western military specialists and Turkey officials
agree that their armed forces are ill equipped for such a
role. NATO has not made an official request to use
Turkey's 635,000 combat ready soldiers or to use territory for a military strike against Iraq.

Plane Crash
46 Dead
Zurich, Switzerland - An Italian airliner crashed
on its approach to Zurich's international airport killing
all 46 people on board Wednesday night. Authorities
reported that the Alitalia DC-9 arrived on schedule as it
skimmed treetops and eventually crashed into a wooded
hillside, five miles short of the airport. Josef Meier Swiss
air traffic control authorities spokesman, said the airliner was about 1,000 feet below the correct altitude of
descent. The plane's black box, which records the crew's
conversations, has been recovered and could provide
more information about the cause of the crash.

You can say many
thing~ about Macintosh.

But "I can't afford it" is
no longer one of them.
You can talk about how simple the Apple Macintosh computer is to use. Or
how it can think the way you think. Or how compatible it is with other
computers.
But think again when the word "expensive" comes to mind Because it's just
not true any more.
Intnxlucing the Macintosh Classic computer. It's the most affordable
Macintosh, yet it has all the capabilities you need to handle basic applications,

Come see the new Macintosh Classic in action!
Tuesday & Wednesday, November 27 & 28
12 - 3 p.m.
Hillsborough Room, MUB

such as word processing and spreadsheet analysis. The Classic is acompletely
integrated Macintosh system. Its monitor, keyboard, mouse and system
software are all included, as are extras you might not expect-- such as built-in
netwooong and the Apple SuperDriveTMrusk drive, which lets the Classic read
from and write to MS-DOS, OS{2, and ProOOS files.
Stop in tooay. We'll show you how it's possible for nearly anyone to afford a
Macintosh. Comfortably.

\111\

1/11''

~

UNIVE RSITY
Technology Center

Thompson Hall Room 14A • 862-1328
Mon. - Fri., 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Students of America and the
World petition Governor Gregg
By John Doherty
tion last month and Diversity said Fischler.
News Editor
Speak Out last week. The idea has
Better communication beMark Fischler and Maureen been discussed by SAW for a while. tween UNH and the governor is
Farrington walked into the State They began planning for it two very important, according to FisHouse in Concord expecting to weeks ago and started collecting chler.
meet a receptionist.
signatures a week ago outside
''The new budget (just apGovernor Judd Gregg was ' dining halls and the MUB.
proved by the Board of Truswaiting for them.
"We need to know where he ( tees) isn't the only reason," said
Fischler and Farrington, the governor) stands, what he Fischler. "We need to know the
members of Students of America wants to do, where UNH fits in his governor's agenda."
and the World, delivered a peti- agenda," said Fischler.
The petition Fischler and
tion of 2,-000 student signatures
Although Gregg did not ac- Farrington presented to the govto Governor Gregg's office yes- cept the invitation, Farrington said ernor read: "We would like to
terday afternoon inviting him to she was left with the impression take this time to congratulate
visit UNH.
you on your recent
"We went with
victory. The next
little expectations,"
two years will be
said Fischler, a sophocritical ones for the
'We went with little expectations.
more. "But he was
state, and as stuBut he was very receptive."
very receptive."
dentsof the UniverFarrington and
sity of New HampMark Fischler, member of
Fischler said the govshire we are conStudents of America and
ernor may have had
cerned with the
the World
some idea they were
future and our ed ucoming because they
ca tio nal system.
called in advance, but
We would be honthey were still surprised when that he was willing.
ored if you would find the time,
his receptionist asked if they'd
''The format of his visit would on December 11, to visit the Unilike to meet with the governor.
be more formal than a speak out," versity of New Hampshire camFischler and Farrington met said Farrington. "We'd ask stu- pus and speak to us, your conwith Gregg for 5-10 minutes and
dents to give suggestions for ques- stituents, on the issues that will
expressed their wishes for better tions - put boxes in the dining be affecting us in our time as stucommunication between the halls or something, give students dents here."
University and his office. They an opportunity to ask questions."
Fischler and Farrington said
invited Gregg to speak at UNH
The questions would be di- the petition was signed by 2,000
on December 11.
rected to the governor through students and more signatures are
"We wanted to give him some form of moderator, accord- on the way.
_
ample time to schedule," said ing to Fischler.
"We told him to expect
Fischler.
"When we were collecting more," said Farrington.
Farrington said the idea of signatures a lot of students asked,
Faculty signatures are one
inviting Gregg to UNH had been
'Who the heck is Governor Gregg?'. thing SAW wants to add ci's well.
brought up by Bill Mautz Jr., who There's a lack of understanding.
"We didn't get any faculty
helped organized the Thompson We need to hold him accountable," to sign," said Fischler. "But we
Hall Forum with the administrathink that's important too."

SCAR group focuses on sexual
harassment, assault at UNH
By Steve Klett
News Reporter
Students Concerned About
Rape (SCAR), a new student
organization, had its first official
meeting Tuesday, and a key focus of discussion at the meeting
was an October 17 incident involving 29 Delta Chi pledges and
20 brothers who were arrested
by Durham Police for allegedly
criminally trespassing under a
trestle on the railroad tracks in
Durham.
The police confiscated the
fraternity's ritual book in the
arrest, which they handed over
the University Conduct Board.
The book contains the history of
the fraternity and the rituals of
brothering-up that have been
passed down since the creation
of the fraternity.
The details of what is in the
book have not yet been released,
but according to Tanya Kanmasios, a co-founder of SCAR,
rumors have been circulating
around campus about the book
detailing many occurrences of
sexual assault as part of pledge
functions.
Karanasios said that she has
received several threatening
phone calls from Delta Chi brothers telling her to drop the issue.
However, she said this only
makes her more dedicated to-

wards finding out what is in the
book.
A spokesperson for Delta Chi
said that he had no comment concerning the content of the books,
and he denied that any Delta Chi
brothers were making any threatening phone calls.
Karanasios and Laura Mayle,
the other co-founder of SCAR, are
taking the rumors very seriously.
Mayle said that they want what's
contained in the book to be made
public. "It's a safety issue," said
Mayle. 'Women have a right to
know."
According to Karanasios, the
Delta Chi brothers who were arrested were supposed to appear
before the Conduct Board with the
ritual book last Wednesday.
However, the brothers' lawyers got
a court injunction to prevent the
-admission of the book as evidence.
SCAR plans to stage a protest at
the hearing to try and influence the
court to make the book admissible.
Karanasios and Mayle said that
students have a right to know what
is in the book because it involves
students that were sexually harassed at UNH and pertains to the
safety of every woman on campus.
Karanasios and Mayle started
SCAR out of frustration at the
number of rapes occurring on
cam pus and what they believed to
be a lack of preventive action being

taken by the administration. Karanasios and Mayleareconcerned
that the administration may be
trying to keep the assaults quiet.
''The silence needs to be broken," said Karanasios. ''There
are so many things going on that
students need to know aboutespecially females."
Karanasios said that SCAR' s
first meeting was "a feeling-out
meeting to see what students
thought about rape and wanted
to do about it."
At the meeting, Sarah
Woodward, co-director of the
Women's Issues Resource Center, said, ''There isa tendency for
the administration to put little
band-aids on everything that
happens. We have to let them
know that this is a big wound
that can't be healed with a bandaid."
According to UNH's Sexual Harassment And Rape Prevention Program (SHARPP),
only 10 percent of rape victims
report being raped, and one out
of every eight college women
are sexually assaulted.
Forty-five rapes at UNH
were reported to SHARPP last
year. This year, three rapes have
been reported to SHARPP for
the month of September-two
please see SCAR page 11
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Upcoming UNH Events

Friday, November 16
Freshman preregistration ends
Lecture/Discussion - "Health Needs and Health Services Utilization
Among the Community Elderly: Results from a Longitudinal Study."
Dr. Michael A. Counte, Assoc. Director of Rush Center on Aging in
Chicago. Nursing Lab Multi-Purpose Room, Hewitt Hall, 12:30-2 p.m.
NH International Seminar- ''Them vs. Them: USSR-USA Relations in
Third Party Perspective," LindaKillen,Radford University. Sponsored
by Center for International Perspectives. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
University Theater Production - ''The Trial." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.

Saturday, November 17
UNH Marching Band - Chris Humphrey, directing. Cowell Stadium,
12:30 p.m.
Football - vs. UMass. Field House, 12:30 p.m.
University Theater Production - ''The Trial." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.

Sunday, November 18
UNH Bassoon Ensemble - Janet Polk, directing. Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Arts, 3 p.m.
Gourmet Dinner - New England Center, 6:30 p.m. Tickets at MUB
Ticket Office, M-F, 10am-4pm.

MUSO Film- "Chocolat." Stafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m., students
$1, general $2.
Concert-"10,000 Maniacs." Sponsored by SCOPE. Field House, 8 p.m.
Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, M-F, 10am-4pm and at door.
French Play- "Le Jeu de L'amour Et du Hasard." (The Game of Love
and Chance) 18th-century French comedy. Sponsored by French/
Italian Dept. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m., $5. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office
and at door.

Monday, November 19
Forum -Amnesty International Forum on Sri Lanka. Deborah Winslow,
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology, UNH, will speak on human rights
situation in Sri Lanka. Room 127, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
Lecture - School of Health & Human Services Distinguished Lecturer
Series. "AIDS: The War is Lost," Larry Kramer, founder of ACT-UP, cofounder of Gay Men's Health Crisis, playwright of ''The Normal
Heart," Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Free tickets available at MUB Ticket
Office. (Interpreted for hearing impaired.)

Traditional Jazz Series - Concert #73, Dick Hyman, piano. Strafford
Room, MUB, 8 p.m., general $5, students/senior citizens $3. Tickets at
MUB Ticket Office, M-F, 10a-4p. and at door.

Tuesday, November 20
Critics/WritersLectureSeries-NewVoices: TheChallengeofCultural
Diversity. Sponsored by English Dept. "Dimensions of African
Discourse," Abiola Irele, Ohio State University, professor of black
studies & comparative literature. Room 129, Hamilton Smith, 12:30 to
2 p.m., free.
Student Recital #3 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey-vs. Alaska-Anchorage. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.

VIGIL FOR PEACE IN THE GULF-T-Hall Lawn, 12:30-2:00. Open
mike, speakers, folk music. Sponsored by Veterans for Peace, the
Women's Commission, Women's Studies Program, and Students
Concerned About Rape (SCAR).
MOVIE- "Brazil"- directed by Terry Gilliam of Monty Python; black
comedy about a dark and not too distant future. PCAC, Rm. 218, 7:00.
Sponsored by the Student Art Association

To submit information stop in the MUB Administration Office,
Room 322 for forms and details.

.
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How do you thin k the Univ ersit y
hand led the Stea dma n case ?

Jill Kelly
undeclared
Fresh person

Amy Smith
Math
Sophomore

"I know that they handled it as best
they could. I still felt it should have
dealt with a regular court system."
"I think it's bullshit that he thinks
that he's being ragged on for being
black. It doesn't make any sense to
me. I wouldn't convict someone
because they're black. I can't believe
it happens that way."

"I don't know that much about the case
because the University basically kept it
hush hush. A university doesn't want a
rape to come out. I think we should be
informed. It's very important and it's
our right."

Carolyn Brooks
Math/CS
Senior

"'''""°""''W'dli@!i

Jason Reynolds
Biochemistry
Senior

Mike Fitzgibbons
Math
Junior

"Personally I don't think the
University should be handling a
rape case. A felony should be in
the courts."

"I think they where justified in their
actions. Since it's a University
incident it falls under University
law."

"It's such a difficult case. I think
it was a rash decision to expel
him. He's innocent till proven
guilty. It's the state's business.
The University isn't paid to
decide rape cases. That's not their
job. Their job is tuition hikes."
SflOnimus
Anthropology
S'Ophomore

'
f

Jeff Nelson
Sociology
Junior

Jorge Pardo
Biochemistry 1
Senior

'"Ibey didn't"

"Alllrememberi sthatheclaimed
his civil rights where violated
when it shouldn't have even been
an.issue. Rape is rape."
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Petition to oust Keene
preSident unsuccessful
will allow a vote because only 153 verified a vote will be held this
By Winifred Walsh
students voted for McNally in the Friday by the Student Assembly
Staff Reporter
At Keene State College this election and almost 400 verifiable on whether or not he should reweek a petition to oust Student signatures have been collected main in office," said Paradis prior
Body President Don McNally from saying that McNally should not to the petition being rejected.
"If the Student Assembly
office has been dropped due to a be in office.
lack of verifiable signatures on the
According to Ronald Paradis, votes no (against McNally), then
director of college relations, there will be a vote within 5 acapetition.
Lisa Newell, chair of the Stu- McNally ran unopposed for the demic days to determine the new
dent Life Committee in charge of office of Student Body President president," said Paradis.
"If he gets voted out of office
verifying the 492 signatures col- in this year's election and he had
he can run again if
lected, said many of
he wants to, but I
the signatures were
haven't heard anyillegible.
"If enough signatures are verified a
thing yet," said
"A few of the
vote will be held this Friday by the
Newell.
people had signed
"Mostly people
the petition twice or
Student Assembly on whether or
don't feel they're
were not on our list
not he should remain in office,"
informed enough
of members of the
to make a decistudent body," said
Ronald Paradis,
sion," Newall said
Wendy Leone, chair
director of college relations
of the student
of the Student Asbody's opinion on
sembly.
According to Leone, 38.5 of not heard of anyone preparing to the matter.
''The administration's view is
the signatures were verified by run against McNally if he lost his
that it is a student matter. It is
the Student Life Committee, a position.
subcommittee of the Student AsLeone said the shoplifting and something students need to desembly, but 444 signatures, or ten assault charges against McNally cide on their own. They have cirpercent of the student body, were have changed since the beginning culated the petition and collected
needed in order for the matter to of the year to minor violations, signatures on their own," said
be voted on by the Student As- and added that the petition, as it Paradis.
Although McNally was unsembly.
stood, was fairly inaccurate.
''The petition won't be voted
"Basically what the petition availableforcomment, Leone said
on and at this point has been sur- is sayingis that because the cam- he wants to do what the students
rendered. They would need to pus is struggling with issues like feel should be done concerning
draft up another petition with honesty, McNally's involvement his stay in office and there are
correct facts on it for the possibil- in court directly undermines our several options to be considered
at the present time.
reputation," said Kirk.
ity of a vote, " said Leone.
The dropping of the petition
"He's worked very hard in
Stephen Kirk, Student Assembly member and starter of the office but there's still a credibility came as a surprise to some people
involved in the matter.
petition, said he will not be start- issue here," said Kirk.
Purodis had said that he didn't
''The petition was started
ing another petition because of
about a month ago, and was think having enough verified sigthe amount of work involved.
Kirk said that there is still a brought into the Student Assem- natures would be a problem.
slight possibility that the bly last Tuesday for verification of Newell said she thought the petition would have enough signaassembly's executive committee signatures," said Paradis.
"If enough signatures are tures.

Germany free, united for
first time since WWII
By Jeff Bartlett
planning staff organizes defense
News Reporter
policy for five to ten years down
Dieter Mahncke, chief of the the road."
planning staff of the German DeMahncke said that the planfense Ministry, said Tuesday at ning staff essentially performs
UNH, "For the first time in 45 threefunctions:assisting, planning
years, since the Nazis took over and controlling. Mahncke said the
Germany, Germany has freedom staff assists the minister of defense
and unity."
~n daily activities, such as speeches
Mahncke spoke to an audi- and parliamentary functions. He
ence of 30, comprised mostly of said the staff has recently been
students enrolled in political sci- considering mostly short term
ence 651, "Germany and the Ger- plans. As a controller, Mahncke
mans in Europe," about unified said, the staff receives all of the
Germany's security attitudes and material that goes to the minister.
defense policies.
Mahncke said the unification
The planning staff is con- moved along much faster than was
stantly considering new policies. expected. He said that the East
However, Mahncke said for now German population wanted to
Germany needs credibility in de- Westernize, which they did as they
fense. ''We need the U.S. for this immigrated into West Germany.
because it is the only significant He added that this mass migracounterweight to the Soviet Un- tion affected how quickly the diion in Europe," he said.
vided nation was unified.
The U.S. military presence
Mahncke said France and
gives the US and NATO influence · Britain were hesitant at first, "but
and tangibility, said Mahncke. He were overwhelmed by a momenadded, "NATO would be defunct tum they couldn't stop." He said
without U.S. military."
that surprisingly many Eastern
Political science Professor nations supported the unification
George K. Romoser said, ''fhe from the beginning. The Soviet

Union was the only real problem
nation, said Mahncke, because the
Soviet Union demanded a neutral
Germany.
Mahncke said that the cost of
the integration has been exaggerated bythe U.S.Congress, but not
by the Bush Administration. He
added that it has become popular
to criticize the expense of the integration.
UNH political science Professor Thomas B. Trout said, Germany had U.S. support from the
beginning. That support, Trout
said, was based on two conditions:
the recognition of the Poland/
German border, which had been
moved westward, and Germany
joining NATO. He said this was a
major Soviet concession.
Mahncke said after unification there was not a dramatic
change in policy. He said recent
policy has been shaped by the need
to integrate East German soldiers,
to reduce foreign military forces,
restructure the German military
and by possiblecha!)ges in NATO.
please see DIETER, page 10
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NOTICESf
ATHLETICS&
RECREATION
SATURDAY AEROBIC SPECIAL: Sponsored by Recreational
Sports Dept. Guest instructor, Steve Jenness. will get your blood
pumpin' in his rock n' roll style aerobics class. Saturday, November
17, NH Hall Gym, 11 a.m. to noon, $3.

GENERAL
WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Enjoy prayer and games with
fellow Christains. Sunday, November 18, Waysmect, Protestant
Student Center, 7 p.m.
THANKSGIVING FOOD DRIVE: Food collection to help the
needy in our area. Please bring non-perishable goods to the PAVE
Office, MUB, Rm. 135, now thru Tuesday, November 20.
CHRISTMAS TOY DRIVE: The OS Council is conducting a toy
drive to make Christmas special sought are: new toys, books,
mittens, scarves, hats, ribbon & wrapping paper. Old toys in good
condition can be used at children's centers. Please leave your
contribution with Dorsett McRae, 105 Huddleston, 9 a.m. -3 p.m. or
Kathy Curran, DCE/Verrette House, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Questions:
Dorsett, 862-4253.
CHILD & FAMILY CNETER BAKE SALE: Quality homemade
baked goods. Proceeds to benefit Child & Family Center. Friday,
November 30, Grafton Room, MUB, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
FRENCH TABLE: Sponsored by Dept. of French & Italian. Bring
lunch, beverages available. Mondays, Rm. 102, Murkland, noon-1
p.m.

HEALTH
Unless otherwise states, the following are sponsored by Health
Education and held in Health Services.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Resource Room #249,
12-1 p.m.
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING:
confidential. Call x3823 for an appointment.

Anonymous and

AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Room ill, noon-1 p.m.
AA MEETINGS: Sessions are open only to those "who have a desire
to stop drinking." Monday-Friday, Room #201A, noon-1 p.m.
FACULTY/STAFF SUPPORT GROUP FOR LESBIANS, GAY
MEN & BISEXUALS: Information: Health Education 862-3823.
Tuesdays, Room #249, 4:30-5:30 p.m.
SEX,LIES,ANDVIDEOTAPE: Movie,free.Sunday,Novemberl8,
Merrimack Room, MUB, 8 p.m.
PERSON WITH AIDS: Monday, November 19, Fairchild Hall, 8
p.m.
WHY STUDENTS DRINK: Tuesday, November 20, Randall Hall,
8:30p.m.

MEETINGS
MUB BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING: The new meeting
time for the board is 8-9 p.m. on Tuesdays in the Grafton Room in the
MUB. All members must attend. (also open to the public). ·
WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH - OPEN MEETING: Sponsored
by President's Commission on the Status of Women. For anyone
interested in planning & implementing this March event. If unable
to attend, call 862-1058 for an interest form. Tuesdays, now until
Thanksgiving. Rockingham Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.

To submit information, stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and deadlines
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RAN DOM

De ad
Le av es
By Phil Fujaw a Jr.
Arts Staff Repor ter
She smothered her cigarette and let her thoughts mix
'
(Brion Kinne photo)
with the blowing leaves. They were dead now, which was
Cotton 'N More on Main street in Durham
how she felt, but they were allowed to move. There was
nothing to stop their tumbling progress. How often had
she wished to leave here, following the snow in the spring
or the leaves in the fall, to find a place where she was
understood. This town couldn't answer her questions, it
had problems of its own. She pulled the collar of her
father's overcoat tightly around her neck and pulled out
another cigarette. He had understoo d her, but he was gone
"Myconcep tistomarke t whenthere aren'tasma nystudents
News Reporter
now, dead almost ten months. She remembered pulling
The store space formerly to the students 80 percent and the around Durham Savarino has
the bulky gray coat out of his closet the day after the
at
occupied byStaurtSh aines, which other 20 percent to the plans of opening another store
funeral. She had worn it every day since then, like a
Beach.
Hampton
said.
Savarino
,"
community
now
is
months,
was empty for
uniform. Her mother had protested. She had wanted to
Cotton-n-M orewillhav e
Along with selling
tton-n-Mor e,anoutlet
homeofCo
pack it away with the rest of her father's things and hide
Grand Opening in early
official
its
to
going
store of off-price fashions and clothing, Savarino is also
The store's hours are
December.
(UPS)
them in a dark and lonely place. Catherine continued to
Service
Parcel
United
a
be
accessories.
except on Sundays
p.m.
5:30
to
10
Christmas
during
point
wear the coat for the sense of protection that it gave her.
pick-up
the
that
said
Savarino
to 4
Her mother had told her she would have to dress more like
doors officially opened on and at graduation . She said she when the hours will be noon
p.m.
service
knew
a "lady" if she wanted to find a nice boy. Mother
Saturday Nov. 3 at 1 p.m. to catch feels this is another
The other half or rhe old
the Parent's Weekend crowds. ~'i students need since the closest
about men, more than a decent "lady' should, Catherine
building has been
Shaine's
Stuart
in
is
UNH
to
now
point
pick-up
ount
withtheam
eased
wasquitepl
thought. There had been several since the funeral, some
Republica n
the
ly
temporari
is
of people Saturday and Sunday," Dover. If the UPS service"
big muscular men, others well-to-do businessmen, both
past couple
the
for
rs
headquarte
Savarino
times,
these
at
successful
said Savarino.
lacking anywhere near the amount of class that Catherine's
The prices will average said she might continue it as a ~
daddy had when he was alive.
As of Wednesda y Nov.
from $10 to $50 per item with the regular service.
Catherine had often come here to the square and
rs will move out
headquarte
the
7,
e
Savarinoap proachedth
exception of some winter coats,
watched the pigeons eat while she wrote poetry in her ' whichwillb eabitmoree xpensive, owners of Stuart Shaines because so that the rest of the work can be
journal. The cold air off the Novembe r sea had sent the
their store was in a "fabulous completed by the painters before
said Savarino.
sat
Catherine
so
pigeions away and made writing difficult,
Savarino said she is location." She wanted only half of C & Jtravel moves in, said Martlin
her
about
there, watching the cars go by. She thought
stressing reasonable prices and the space so she said the owners and Sumner.
No one could be
coat
her
of
out
goods primarily made of cotton. told her if they found another
father while she pulled the last cigarette
of C & J travel to
contacted
they
half
other
the
rent
to
have
business
don't
now.
students
smoked
that
she
She added
pocket. She wondered if he knew that
their new office in
on
comment
totravelasf arasthemal lsanyrnore would subdivide their building.
Since it was too cold to write she began to leaf through her
Durham.
older writings. She had been so proud of them that she
decided to show them to Mrs. Paxton, who taught her
senior English class. Catherine opened up her journal to
Mrs. Paxton, who said that Catherine 's poetry was "disturbing". In shock and disappoin tment Catherine ha_d
snatched her journal and ran home crying.
While sitting there on her favorite stoop Catherine
thought about what her mother said about boys. She had
had enough already. She had given her heart to Jimmy
Lawson. He had taken more than that on a warm night in
the cemetary. It was after this that she realized what she
was looking for was a man liker her father. A good, caring
man who wanted to share with her, rather than take.
Someone to protect her like daddy's coat. The boys she
knew would grow up to be like the men her mother knew,
Call 868-2192 for information, Monday - Friday 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm
men who stayed later and later every night until they
spent the whole night, after which they never called again.
~
....
Her hopes were well beyond this town. She got up
and walked across the square to the bus depot. She took
the $40 dollars her mother had given her to get a "rep- .
sectable" dress and bought a pack of cigarettes. She used
the rest to buy a bus ticket to get her as far away from here
as she could get.
She got on the bus and found an empty seat near
the back. She pulled the journal out of her coat and began
to write. As the bus pulled out across the square it pulled
in its wake the last remnants of the fall leaves.

Co tto n 'N Mo re, sel ls
By£,!!~fy ~!~ ~he s gat2i;:e~mmer

ST RA FF OR D PLACE

Studio Rooms and Suites. All rooms with kitchenettes.
A few Apartments still available.
~:~,

Phil Fujawa, soon to be arts editor and famous tofu
chef, aspires to be like Sean Carroll and has dedicated
this story to him.

10-14 Straffo rd Avenu e, Durha m, New Hamps hire 03824
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St ud en ts co mp lai n:
M UB Pu b pr ice s ste ep
At the Pub, you can order
complaints, especially about the
By Colleen Murphy
from a tuna sandwich to ·
anything
bar.
salad
and
pizza
the
of
prices
News Reporter
Michelle Gossa1d, a a grilled cheese with onion rings
The prices of food at the
s3iad complete with
MUB Pub have gone up this year, junior who worked ·at the MUB to a chef's
of trimming s.
choice
your
said,
y
and MUB Pub workers say they Pub two years previousl
amount of workers
The
e,
expensiv
too
is
ing
"Everyth
consisten tly hear student
n needed to offer
preparatio
and
(an
is
this
since
y
especiall
increased
the
complaints about
according to
menu,
a
diverse
this
It
establishment) for the students.
prices.
money.
operation
the
costs
House,
I
when
cheaper
Accordin g to Polly used to be a lot
bar, in
salad
the
that
said
She
here."
worked
House, the manager of the MUB
intensive"
"Labor
is
,
particular
much
as
get
don't
"You
be
can
prices
in
Pub, the increase
trimming s must be
attributed to three factors: UNH for your money as you used to. because fresh
workers.
by
daily
up
cut
she
down,"
gone
has
Dining taking over the MUB Pub, The quality
streamlin e the
we
"If
rolls
sub
the
that
cited
She
said.
prices
in
a general annual increase
lower prices,
can
we
then
duetoinfl ationand more workers are smaller than those used last menu,
this is what
that
think
don't
I
but
having been hired this year at the year for sandwiches.
said.
she
want,"
students
the
food
"The
said,
Kennedy
Pub, each with an increased
priority is to
Pub's
The
but
it,
of
lot
a
get
you
and
good
is
starting wage.
reasonable
Some prices have gone you also have to keep in mind that serve quality food at
but the
,
students
to
prices
and
pus
cam
up while others have remained this is a college
order to
in
,
operation
the same, said
should be
viable,
be
House. She said
able to support itself,
that among those
House said.
have
that
"Our operation
increased are the
its own weight
carries
grill
prices of most
in the profits that it
the
items,
makes. It should be
breakfast specials,
able to pay for itself.
and the salad bar.
We are in a cash
e
h
T
n and we
operatio
merge of the MUB
just break
not
should
Pub into UNH
said.
House
even,"
Dining this year
g to
Accordin
,
Michelle Gossard
allowed Dining to
of
budget
the
House,
add its input into
previou s MUB Pub employ ee
belongs
Pub
MUB
the
the process of
to the Student Union.
reaching prices
more workers
Hiring
that would both be agreeable to students don't really have that
an increased
them
paying
and
students, faculty, and staff who much money."
caused the
also
has
salary
starting
Kennedy,
to
According
patronize the Pub, while at the
year, House
this
prices
in
jump
the
draw
which
items
of
prices
the
the
ng
supporti
same time
most c9mplain ts are the pizza said. The hourly starting wage has
operation of the Pub.
last year to
"When we priced, we ($1.25 per slice, $.50 extra for gone up from $4.00
year.
this
$4.25
bagels,
the
veggie),
or
i
pepperon
we
considered how much money
Babson said, "They don't
lose (profits on a daily basis), the which are from the Bagelry ($.75
people working here
many
as
need
for
actual value of the item, and how for a plain bagel, $.75 extra
A lot of times, they
have.
they
as
bar
salad
the
and
much establishments around town cream cheese),
people doing
three
ortwo
have
0
$2.00-$3.0
about
ounceper
($.20
she
charge for comparab le items,"
ulddo.1 think
personco
thejobone
for an average sized salad).
said.
their money
spending
not
they're
junior
a
Alicia DeSantis,
House said that the MUB
as many
hiring
by
y
efficientl
she
that
said
student,
r
Pub prices have been established commute
have."
they
as
workers
y
"relativel
was
pizza
the
believed
be
not
for the year and will
''There are definitely too
increased again for the remainde r expensive" and that the salad abr
working at the MUB
people
many
Shaw's."
was "cheaper at
of the year.
go to work and
always
can
I
Pub.
she
that
say
did
she
The MUB Pub is However,
g to do,"
somethin
for
look
to
have
95)
($1.25-$1.
soups
the
thought
r
commute
by
frequented mainly
Kennedy.
said
students and other students who were the best buy.
According to House, the
The prices of the pizza
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DIETER, from page 7
Four Allied World War II powers,
France, Britain, United States and

From Student Senate
By Susan Rosa
Chairperson, Health and Human
Services Council, Student Senate

Safety is a major concern here at the
University. Daily, we are faced withsuchdangers
asAIDS,sexualassault,and violence. TheHealth
and Human Services Council, along with the
rest of the Student Senate, is constantly trying to
find ways to make our students feel safe.
The condom that fell out of the paper as
you opened it today was paid for by the Student
Senate. With AIDS being on such a steady rise
a~ong college students, we hope that you will
practice safe sex and use your condom.
The Health and Human Services Council
is currently looking in to ways to get a self defense
course incorporated into the University's
curriculum. Several such courses have been
offered around campus, but we feel that since
there is such a demand and because of the
administration's commitment to safety, a course
should be offered for credit through the Physical Education Department.
We are also working on the logistics of
having miniature safety alarms distributed to
students to make them feel safer when they are
walking across campus. Such programs have
proven to be successful on other campuses and
we would like to see it work here. These alarms
would be carried at all times and when sounded,
help would be called for. This program would
have to be taken very seriously so the university
community would have to be fully educated
before the project could go into effect. As you
can see, a lot of work needs to be done.
Safety is definitely a major proiority so if
you have any comments or ideas about these
issues, please call the Student Senate Office
(862-1494) or drop in to room 130 of the MUB.
We welcome your suggestions.

the Soviet Union, and the two
Germanys - referred to as 2 + 4 havecond ucted talks over the past
year concerning the unification of
Germany, said Mahncke. He said
that the 2 + 4 talks resulted in the
drafting of a mod.est, short document.
Trout said that the Germans needed to have the unification format approved by the four
nations to resolve previous differences.
The first part of the talks
was a Paris meeting in June to
debate boundaries., the second
part came in July when Chancellor Helmut Kohl met with Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev,
said Mahncke. He said the Soviet
Union "came around" when it
consented that Germany was not
a military threat because it was
balanced by NATO.
Mahncke said economics was a significant factor in the
change of the Soviet Union's position. He said, ''The USSR is in a
desperate economic situation"
and the Soviets hope to receive
economic aid from Germany.
On October 2, Germany
became a united sovereignty.
Germany lifted the control of foreign military forces and allowed
for the freedom of movement, said
Mahncke. On October 3, Germany
regained military control of air
space. Mahncke said that MiG29s, Soviet aircraft, began to police the sky. He added that this
was "one of the more amusing
oarts (of the unification)."
Mahncke said the future
of the political culture depends
on where the seat of Government
is located. He said Germany may
become oriented more towards
northern Germany: more protestant and hedon. However,
Mahncke added, many officials
want the seat of the government
to be in Bonn, "in the decadent
catholic region." He said, because
of geography, this southern location would limit nortr.ern German power.
Mahncke said he personally feels that West German poA

litical culture will be strong, and
East Germany will adapt to it.
A student enrolled in
the class, Kristen Kercher said,
"Many people believe that Germany is in the best of economic
conditions. It's not." Kercher cited
problems with East and West
integration, and immigration. She
said, "West Germany is seemingly imposing their values rather
than integrating."
Charles D. Wickliffe,
UNH geography major said,
"Basically, the East German government has been disbanded and
forced to assimilate to West Germany."
West Germany wants to
assist East Germany in economic
growth, said Mahncke. He said
that they will possib1y need international help because they cannot do it alone. He added that the
Germans want to "do it together
right from the beginning."
Wickliffe said, "East
Germany is going to benefit the
most economically by the unification."
Mahncke said a lot
depends on neighboring nations.
"Each country is not just an actor,
they respond to what other nations are doing."
Mahncke said he is hesitant of the Central European
Bank, but he wants European
integration. He said Germany is
willing to move towards that goal
and prove itself.
Mahncke said, Germany is in control of Europe's
currency, but the nation is "offering to share influence" with the
other European nations.
Mahncke said that Britain
wrongly fears the power of German currency, because the power
already exists.
Europe has never had
as long a period of peace and
prosperity as now, said Mahncke.
He said, therefore policies are
working and Germany will pursue the direction of integration.
Mahncke said that the
"defense component is the result
of political and economic integration, once such integration is

accomplished "then defense integration won't be so much of a
problem."
Wickliffe said, "We have
no military fear of Germany, their
biggest threat is as an economic
threat."
Mahncke said that there
is currently a U.S. troop reduction. He added, ''The French like
to have the best of all worlds. They
like to have the U.S. there, but they
like to be critical of the U.S. too."
Trout said that the U.S.
would reduce its troops from over
350,000 to approximately 225,000
as part of the conventional forces ,
in Europe talks.
"If the U.S. reduced its
forces to zero in Europe, it would
be sacrificing significant political
control, and it still wouldn't make
a car as good as Japan," said
Mahncke.
Mahncke said, "I haven't
met any resentment among East
German citizens." He said he has
met resentment from East German
soldiers, but until recently they
were told that we (West Germans)
are their enemies. However,
Mahncke said there is "still a high
degree of prejudice in East Germany against Poles and other
groups ...essentially xenophobia."
"We won't prosecute
East German spies because they
were serving an independent
country," said Mahncke. He said
that West Germany will try to
prevent them from appearing in
upper-level positions in the democratic government. Mahncke
added, "But as you know, fat
alwavs floats to the too."
English major enrolled in
the class, Mark Purple said, ''It is
interesting to have someone speak
about Germany from an internal
perspective. It was more informative than a newspaper."
Mahncke has served as a
Dartmouth German distinguished
visiting professor during the majority of the last quarter, and Friday will be his last day at Dartmouth, according to Mahncke. He
said he is currently employed at
the College of Europe, as well as
by the German government.

Thank You,
Susan Rosa
Note: Please look for the PULSE REPORT eve,y Friday in
The New Hampshire. The views presented in this column do
not necessarily reflect those of this newspaper.
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U. Mass temp orary shutd own possi ble
By Winifred Walsh

Staff Reporter
In order to operate more
effectively, some universities are
considering shutting down altogether. At least for a little while.
UNH is not alone among
universities in the search for effective cost cutting measures especially during the winter when
operating costs are particularly
expensive.
According to Fran
Alnafee, the student government
office manager at U. Mass at
Amherst, a proposal was made
by Massachusetts University
System Chancellor Duffy to have
clerical workers and professors
take a furlough during Christmas break, which is basically a
forced vacation without pay.
Alnafee said that the
unions are fighting the proposal
and, although the possibility does
exist, she doubts the furlough will
pass.
A proposal for a much
shorter furlough, the day after

Thanksgiving, has already been
voted down, said Alnafee.
Kathy Galivan, of the
budget office at U. Mass at
Amherst, said that the proposal
was made due to a reduction in
the budget. She added that faculty
and staff unions have been in
negotiation.
"One particular winter

fective," said Donald Green, biochemistry chairperson and faculty
council member.
Owen Durgin, professor
of biometrics, said that in order to
save on heat, the decision was
made in the seventies to move the
beginning of school back toward
Labor Day and lengthen Christmas break.

extended Christmas break."
The staff at UNH have
not been required to take an extended vacation break in order to
save money, but it has been suggested, said Elaine Plante, a PAT
council member.
"People voluntarily take
unpaid vacations if work is slow
but management has not told them

According to FranAlnafee, the student government office manager
at U. Mass at Amherst, a proposal was made by Massachusetts
University System Chancellor Duffy to have clerical workers and
professors take a furlough during Christmas break, which is basically a forced vacation without pay.
the University (of New Hampshire) did close because there was
an oil shortage. They closed buildings and lowered thetemperatures
but I think they found that freezing pipes and such proved it inef-

Vice Chairperson of the
PAT Staff Council David Foote
said "at Plymouth State in '74 or
'75 they did a similar thing because of the energy crisis. They
closed down for a month in an

to do that; it's their own choosing," Plante said.
According to Patrick
Miller, associate vice president of
facilities service, closing down and

citizen's complaint that cars were
parked illegally on their property
on Bennett Rd.
McGann said that when
police arrived at the scene, the
brothers and pledges were found
trespassing on the tracks. No one
was found hurt, he said.
They were arrested and
released that night on a summons
to appear in court at a later date.
According to Durham
District Court, where Delta Chi's
arraignment was held on November 13, all of those arrested pleaded
not guilty to the charge of criminal
trespass and are scheduled for trial
on January 25.
McGann said that if
found guilty, they face a fine of up
to $500 per person.
According to Murphy,
Delta Chi first employed his legal
services "a number of days after

the incident [Delta Chi's arrest]."
He said that he helped the fraternity to obtain the legal injunction
to halt University disciplinary proceedings.
Murphy is a lawyer under the legal firm of Casassa and
Ryan which is based in Hampton.
According to Leland,
many rumors have been circulating among students and various
academic departments pointing to
the fact that, allegedly, details of
illicit sexual conquests and/ or
crimes have been found in the confiscated pledge books.
"Personally, I'm quite
alarmed at the nature of the rumors that have been flying around
campus," said Leland.
He said thatacarnpusor-ganization, which he chose to not
name, has been perpetuating
rumors that "the books include a

giving time off to faculty and staff
has been proposed in the past, but
not without pay and from more of
an energy saving point of view.
Nick Orovich, music
professor and member of the faculty council said that in his ten
years at the university a furlough
in order to save money has never
been proposed to his knowledge.
"It's a tragedy for the
people that are furloughed if they
are furloughed without pay. It's
extremely unfair," said Orovich
of the proposed furlough at U.
Mass at Amherst.
"It's terrible. It really
represents the ultimate in modeling the American university after
corporate companies. At the car
factory if things are slow they lay
people off, it's the same kind of
thing here. We've accepted these
modelsbuttheydon'tw ork," said
Green of the U. Mass at Amherst
proposal.
Orovich said that if a
faculty and staff furlough were
ever proposed at UNH it would
definitely be opposed.

DELTA CHI, from page 1
Chi was granted a temporaryrestrainingorder, "that does
not mean that we have the books
unconstitutionally."
Murphy said, "They
[Student Conduct] are probably
on the defensive now and rightfully so as far as we are concerned."
The injuntion stated
that the University claims the
books may be used as evidence
in their undisclosed charges
against Delta Chi "even if they
were obtained as a result of
unlawful conduct."
It is still unclear why
Durham Police felt the need to
hand over the pledge books to
the University. It is also unclear
what charges are being brought
against Delta Chi as a result of
alleged evidence found in the
books. Both Durham Police and

Student Conduct refused to comment on this.
Dave Leland, president
of Delta Chi, said, "fhat' s an excellent question. We'll find out at
the hearing on December 12. We're
waiting to hear about everything
concerning the entire affair, including Durham Police's involvement, as well as the University's."
On the issue of the alleged unconstitutionality of the
police's confiscation of the books
and their involving Student Conduct in it, Leland said, "We think
and know we' re right on this issue. It's not just a matter of delaying the hearing."
The 49 Delta Chi pledges
and brothers were arrested on October 17 on charges of criminally
trespassing on railroad tracks.
According to McGann, Durham
Police responded at 11 :21 p.m. to a

list of girls we have supposedly
raped. I can't believe people
would believe those rumors and
pass them on."
According to Parente,
pledge books generally contain
only information about a brother's
major, his hometown, or his hobbies.
She said, "There are
manyfalserumors. Muchofwhat
I have heard is talse and it is unfortunate that we can't be more
clear about it."
Parente said that she is
bound to confidentiality by Student Conduct.
According to Murphy,
Delta Chi's reputation has been so
damaged recently that two of the
brothers have dropped out of the
fraternity.

SCAR, from page 5
stranger and one acquaintance
rape. Three acquaintance rapes
were reported for the month of
October.
In addition to spreading
awareness of the Delta Chi case
and organizing the court protest,
SCAR would like to have a vigil
and circulate letters to all faculty
members informing them about
the issue (Delta Chi) and asking
fortheirreactions. Karanasios and
Mayle also said that they would
like to see better lighting on campus, Safewalks established, and
more programs about rape and
sexual harassment in the dorms.
Last year, Residential
Life was in charge of putting on
the programs. This year the responsibility of putting on the
programs was given to SHARPP.
The director of SHARPP, Jane
Stapleton, said that the reason for
the change was the 45 hours of
training that SHARPP advocates
have to go through before they
are allowed to put on one of the

programs. 'We felt that our people
had more experience with people
whoweresexuallyassa ulted," said
Stapleton. "It's better to have the
programs put on by people who
really know what they're talking
about."
of
Eve Goodmon
SHARPP said that they are fulfillingthedorm requests for programming as they occur. According to
Stapleton, SHARPP has put on 25
programs about rape and sexual
assault in the dorms so far this
year. Stapleton said the total
number of programs put on by
Residential Life last year was 30.
Stapleton said the purpose of the programs was to increase general awareness of sexual violence. Stapleton cited the
"Men Can Stop Rape" program,
developed by Ohio State, as an
excellent program targeted at a
male audience.
Goodmon said that the
response to the programs has been

good. ''The campus is a lot more
enlightened in regard to sexual
assault as result of the programs,"
said Goodmon. ''There is a lot more
awareness on campus than at other
institutions."
Stapleton said that fraternities and sororities require
pledges to attend the programs
and that SHARPP was working
with Betsey Parente, assistant director of student activities, to form
a Greek task force on sexual violence. Stapleton said they wanted
to train Greeks to put on programs
in the Greek houses where they
felt they would have more impact.
Stapleton said that both men and
women in the Greek organization
have been really responsive to the
idea.
However, Goodmon
said that hope for a quick end to
the occurrence of rape was unrealistic. "We are talking about a social problem that will take 100
years to change, "Goodmon said.
According to Goodmon,

25 of the 45 rapes reported hist riders are in pairs so they' re really
year occurred during the school not in danger of being attacked.
year. The remaining 20 reported Safe Rides is basically for drunks,
rapes happened prior to last school but we would certainly provide a
ride to a student for any reason."
year.
According to University
''Through the programs,
Roger Beaudoin, the
Chief
Police
to
tools
the
we are giving students
recognize what sexually violent -number ofrequests for escorts has
behavior is and how it is caused," not increased. Beaudoin said that
said Goodmon. "It's up to the stu- between July 1 and November 10,
1989, campus security provided
dents to utilize these tools."
Right now students do 1,264 escorts and University Ponot appear to be utilizing the safety lice provided 132. Between July 1
tools that have been provided for and November 10 of this year,
them. Eric Carlson, student coor- Beaudoin said security provided
dinator of Safe Rides, said that he 205 escorts and University Police
didn't believe that they have expe- provided 12. "Clearly there has
rienced an increase in ridership as been a significant reduction in the
a result of the recent assaults. number of requests but we don't
Carlson did say that the numbers have a specific answer to this,"
of people calling Safe Rides was Beaudoin said.
Stapleton said that the
way up this semester, but this was
mainly as a result of the new alco- reason for the decrease probably
had to do with the fact that there
hol policy.
"We' re getting a lot of were two widely publicized
calls from people at off-campus stranger rapes between July and
parties that are too far to walk back November of 1989 that dramatifrom," said Carlson. "Most of our callyincreased theescortrequests.
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INTERVIEW, from page 3 - - DEBATE, from page 3
lawyer who has taken an
oath to uphold the laws of my
community. I'm a lawyer who
has represented sexually abused
women and children and saw the
role obscenity played.
"Also, as a Christian, I
have an obligation to help people
who need help.
"I'm not kidding myself
that I can help a large number of
people. I just do what I can."
Thompson acknowledged that there are far deeper
causes for sexual violence than
just records, including the cycle
of poverty and lack of education
in the ghettos. But, he said, "I'm
just one guy. It's taken eleven
months to do just a minimal assault upon one of the causes." He
has been concentrating on the
legal side of the issue because, he
said, "A lawyer is specifically
well-positioned to do something
legal. If you get outside your area
of training, you get in trouble."
The 2 Live Crew album
As Nasty as They Wanna Be, the eye
of the storm of controversy,
should not be sold to anyone, regardless of age, said Thompson.
"It's been declared obscene," he
said matter-of-factly. Obscene
albums shouldn't be sold at all,
even with warning stickers on
them. "Obscenity with a label on
it is still obscenity." With that, he
left for the New En&land Center.
Rollins was surging with
energy an hour and a half after
the debate. He and Thompson
never appeared together in the
MUSO office; instead, Thompson
submitted his interview and left,
and then Rollins, who was surrounded by fans after the debate,
came.down 45 minutes later.
Rollins has a presence.
His neck is huge, tapering to a
small, close-cropped and wellmuscled head. He has a tattoo of
the Black Flag emblem on the back
of his neck, and other tattoos grace
his bulging arms. He dresses all
in black, always. He has a look of
barely-restrained fury, made the
more dangerous by an amazing
mind.
·
Notthathedoesn'thav e
a sense of humor. One of the
MUSO staffers asked him to sign
a publicity photo, and then as an
added bonus for her, he signed a
photo ofThompson, "Hail Satan,
Bitch. XXOO Jack Thompson."
Rollins defends 2 Live
Crew's right to say what they
want, but he doesn't defend the
band itself. "I'd like to see 2 Live
Crew laughed off the stage. They
can't even sell out a small club in
my town (Washington), and I'm
glad. They're not good.
"They exist for a reason.
They're a sign of the times, a ba-

Scholarships ,
Fellowships,

~

Ed's Services
Box:3006
Boston, MA 02130

rometer of where young people
are at.
"In a better society, Luther Campbell (the band's lead
singer) wouldn't feel the need" to
do this album, said Rollins. Education would've changed
· Campbell's tremendously sexist
views.
Rollins was much more
critical of Thompson in the interviewthanin the debate. Thompson
is misguided in his approach, said
Rollins, because he doesn't understand the real root causes of violence and sexual violence. ''He's
trying to impose his white suburban male values on people whose
reality is so grim and so hatefuljust a desperate situation. Unbelievable ghettos. Compton looks
like Lebanon. There's no police-cops don't go down there. They'll
get blown out."
Meanwhile, Barbara
Streisand lives 20 minutes away,
making tons of money and giving
none of it to those who need it,
said Rollins. And she's not alone.
"Michael Jackson needs $60 million. He's not satisfied with $10
million ... Can't people budge a
little? Couldn't they part with
something?
"It's easy to call Luther
an evil guy. He's not evil, he's just
operating on bad gasoline. What
does he know about peace?" said
Rollins. He said Campbell writes
about what he knows, and.his situation is dictated by other causes.
Problems will persist in
the future, said Rollins. "Rape will
go up in this country. I don't see it
as the product of a record.
"Thompson trying to
take a flimsy-ass record off the
market is like going up to a giant
and taking a ballpeen ham,,m er to
his shin and saying, 'There! I got
you!'"
Rollins left around 1:00
a.m. for·Logan Airport, where he
was going to catch an 8:00 a.m.
flight.
He figured he'd hang out
at the airport until the flight left.
He seemed to relish that idea.

nity to deal drugs, they got
their dick," he said.
Thompson brought
himself up repeatedly in the debate. He said he was the most
despised man in south Florida,
where he's based.
And Thompson, who
started his crusade this January,
said, "I've never been more useful
in my life than in the last 10
months. I've gone from being the
village idiot to the national idiot."
Rollins said he blamed
Thompson for adding to 2 Live
Crew's popularity by crusading
against them. "If they were left
alone to fester in their own badness, they'd have fizzled out long
ago."
The two men each spoke
for about 20 minutes, then the floor
was opened up to questions from
the audience.
Unfortunately, the audience members asked basically the

same question over and over
again-"Mr. Thompson, isn't this
censorship? Isn't that bad?"
The big excitement of the
night came when a black Vietnam
veteran, who said he'd been on
the front line fighting for women's
rights after the war, said the real
obscenity was that people of color
were getting their rights taken
a way across the globe. He insulted
both men, thzn concluded by saying to Thompson, "You are a redneck fascist idiot insect," and returned to his seat to grab his coat.
Thompson said that the
man was exercising his First
Amendment right to free speech.
"So's your mother," the
man said as he left the room.
The differences between
the men truly surfaced at the end
of the talk. Each man had the opportunity for a closing statement.
Thompson used his to quote James

Madison about free speech.
Rollins leaned down to
his mike, grinning, and said,
"Keep fiber in your diet, kids."
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NYNEX

Cliffs Notes
Uses the color "yellow"
as a device somewhere
on or in the book.
Tells you where to reach your
professors, who delivers
pizza, and how to reach
the financial aid office.

~

t

~

□

[i(

Never n1entions the words
"a llegory," "£ores h a d ow,"
. cod e."
or "hero1c

□

~

Not an embarrassing thing to
have fall out of your backpack
in, say, English class.

□
□

~

Doesn't analyze Hrothgar's
homilies or Unferth as anti-hero.

~
I X®

Well, there you have it. The NYNEX Student Directory gives you all the NYtf
information a student could possibly want. And none of the stuff you Studen t
donl Besides which, it's free. So be sure to look for your copy on campus. Directo ry
Th<" adap1a1ion of 1h,· ( :Jiff, No1 .. ,. In.-. ,·ov,·r ,lt-,i)(n .,nd lo)(o i, u, .. d wi1h 1lw p•·nni"ion ol llw pnhli,h..r.
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PLAN,
from page 3
lots by the Elliot Alumni
Center, none of which were accomplished.
According to Stacia
Sower, chair of the faculty senate budget and planning committee, the first job the committee has to accomplish is to gather
information on the present status
of the campus.
The committee will
then study academic and physical trends UNH will see over the
next 25 years, said Sower. Finally, the committee will create
a master plan for campus development.
Sasaki Associates, an
architectural firm that also designed the Student Apartment
Complex now under construction, will be helping with the
planning, which includes plans
for buildings and sewage and
water systems, according to
Azzi.
Azzi said that Sasaki
will be "engaging the campus
with detailed interviews" to find
outwhatpeoplethinkisneeded.
There will be interviews with all
the different groups on campus,
including students, said Azzi.
As the plans develop,
Azzi said there would be open
forums for the public to express
their opinions on them.
The administration is
working with the owner of the
Boston-Maine railway, Gilford
Industries, to look into increasing the crossways for the tracks,
said Azzi. Presently there are
onlytwolegalcrosswaysforthe
tracks- the Main Street bridge
and the tunnel leading to the
sports fields.

The
New
Hampshire

RICHMOND
LAW
R1CHMOND

*
*

Small classes, supportive faculty
Beautiful suburban campus
* Dynamic legal community
* Curriculum and placement '
with vision
- Environmental Law in
1st Year
- Lawyering Skills &
Clinical Cou~s
- Video Interview Program
(VIP) targets major midsize
firms

• Celebrating 120 years
serving the legal profesion

1-800-289-URLA W
Director of Admission Services
University of Richmond
School of Law
Richmond, VA 23173
Fully Accredited ABA/AALS
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Th ey 're Ba ck !
They' re t-hey are, those goldwrapped pieces bf protection. Are you
surprised ? You shouldn't be. A condom
is now a necessity of life, and its importance has to be reinforced.
How many of you have always
used a condom every time you have
had sex? Use this scenario. Just imagine
yourself in the middle of a football field,
and the stands are filled with people.
Say you have had unprotec ted sex with
five people in your life. Then suppose
each of these of these five people have
had unprotected sex with five people.
Keep multiplying. Soon you have in
essence slept with every person in that
stadium. Imagine any one of these
people is infected with a STD or the
AIDS virus. You get the picture.
We have every right to insist on
condom machines in buildings on campus, and most certainly in bathroom s.

Parking

Humor

Condoms need to be respected and put
in the mainstrea m. No longer are they
just birth control. They mean the difference between life and death.
The chances are good that a lot of
administr ators and parents are going to
be convinced that if condoms are readily
accessible, we as students will become a
bunch of fornicating heathens. Wrong.
Statistics show that the majority of college students today lost their virginity
between the ages of 15 and 16. Chances
are good that these students are going to
continue to have an active sex life, and
the best we can do now is to protect these
people from stopping the spread of
deadly diseases. The wheels cannot be
turned backward s. Right_now, it does
not apply to be like our parents and bury
our heads in the sand, pretendin g that
sex is a taboo subject.
Over the years, our country has

m :;an 1-'rancisco. When 1 finally
realized I'd been had, it was too
late to stop payment on the check
but I have become so used to giving the university money for no
apparent reason that eventually I
forgot all about it.
What really tipped me
off that this was only a joke, however, was the strangely surreal fact
that the permit claimed to allow
metoparkdur ingthe90-91 school
year, despite the fact that the 1990
is basically over. Ha-ha! Imagine
the idea of retroactively allowing
me to park all semester long.
Imagine, I thought to
myself, if we went to a benevolent
University that would actually do
such a thing. Maybe they'd even
offer to to give me back half of the
money I'd wasted on the permit,
in some kind of pro-rata deal. And
maybe even offer to help me pay
some of the parking tickets I got at
their meters, which charge up to a
dollar an hour. I imagined them
sending a team of accountants over
to help me figure out just how
much I'd spent on parking this
semester as a commuter without a
permit, and then coming up with
some kind of student parking loan,
with an easy repayment plan.
But I realized, of course,
that it was only a hoax. Now I look
with a critical eye at all mail that
purports to be from UNH. Apparently I'm not the only one to get
such silly mail now and then.
Alumni in past years have reported getting mail asking them for

To the Editor:
I'd just like to take the
time to thank wh~ever sent me a
humorous piece of mail the other
day. In the tradition of all the best
practical jokes, this one gave me a
sense of abject terror, followed by
a good, hearty laugh.
I got a letter just the other
day: it came in an official UNH
envelope. (I'll say this for the
merry prankster, he or she pays
attention to detail) I opened it,
assuming it to be a library fine,
only to find a pink carbon from the
traffic bureau. Instantly i was terrified, co1;1vinced that I was finally
going to court for all those traffic
tickets crumpled and forgotten
· under the seat of my car. Broke
and without visible means of
support, all I could hope for was
an understandin g judge and a
short sentence breaking rocks
somewhere.
Then I noticed that
. clipped.to the pink carbon was a
little square of red plastic, that
read "commuter parking permit
90-91." I was puzzled for a moment, but then remembered that I
had, in fact, applied for a parking
permit; but that had been nearly
three months ago. I had paid
twenty dollars for the permit, but
I'd written the money off as lost, money even after getting their
like the time I bought that bridge diplomas. Ha-ha! It is, I have to
admit, a fine joke. But I can't help

wondering if Mr. Nitzschke knows
that someone is making a mockery of his University as he strolls
around with his pleasant smile,
shaking hands.
Sean Carroll
Senior

A Look
At War I
To the Editor:
As each day passes, we
are one step closer to war. War, to
me is scary and foolish and I believe that we should do everything in our power to avoid it. Yet
there are many people who feel
that war is absolutely unavoidable and that it is the only solution. Personally, I find that hard to
swallow. I do not know of a solution to the Persian Gulf conflict,
but I do believe that there must be
an alternative solution other than
killing thousands of young, innocent lives.
It has only been about 20
years since Vietnam. During thp.t
time, there were also many who
believed that war was necessary.
Their opinions about the war
changed quickly when thousands
of bodies were shipped home as
corpses. Haven't we learned anything?
It has only been a little
over two decades since the last
war and we are heading straight
for similar tragedy again. Amer-

created a concrete social stigma against
birth control. This stigma has many of us
slinking up to the drugs tore counter with
those small boxes closed in our hands, or
even worse, deciding that it is too embarassing or "uncool" to use them. Stop
living the lie. Condoms are cool now
because they say to to the person you are
sleeping with that you are not interested
in killing them.
We have enclosed the condoms
along with instructions for their use. They
are attached to a sheet that discusses safe
sex practices. Get educated and talk about
this with your friends.
Right now, you have two choices.
Either become celibate or tell yourself
that you will insist on a condom every
time.
The New Hampshire would like to thank the Student
Senate and UNH Health Services for making this distribution possible.

ica made mistakes before, let's
hope we do not make the same
mistakes again. The last time it
tookapproxim ately60,000 American lives to make us realize our
mistake.
I know many feel I am
being ignorant to all the issues
involved.How ever,! feel thatthey
are being ignorant to all the lives

Letter s
Contin ued
on pg. 18
...
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An In . ation to Gov. Gregg
,1111111

~

111111111

lll.:lovernor Gregg has
just been re-elected into the
position he has held for the
past two years. As Governor of
our state, it is imperative that
he has a positive working
the
with
relationship
University of New Hampshire.
GovemorGreggisina position
where he directly affects funds
that flow in and out of the
university, and as such, he has
a responsibility to be in direct
contact with the students.
Tuition and fees have
significantly increased on a
yearly, or even greater, basis.
Due to inflation, everything
from books to pizza has
become a costly experience.
Many students are now facing
financial hardships, forcing
deteriorations in their quality
of life, and in some cases
withdrawal from school.
Faculty morale is low, largely
due to salary inequities.
Institutional services have been
reduced in all areas, including
student support services and
the elimination of academic

by Maureen Farrington and
Mark Fischler

............... ..:'.::.:_:,:.:.:.:;..=-=.:.:.:_:_:_:_:_:_::.:.=.=:-=-=.:.:.:.:.:_:::·••

No Comment ...
ra . · ·. ·
Ir.iii

. · bv..Alissa . Edmunds

nceupona time(l97-0 ..... · ................. $.adly, >th~s .c ould JWt
there was a Jaw passed (the · :> pepubli~ized,forthe1naj9rity
Buckley Amendillent) that · of those . disclls~ions focused
insured confide.ntfality of on spedfkstudents'·lives. Th~
student records. Educational vow held the office_ silent.
establishments a,crossthe land When < c:1pproached . by
were . told . tha(each · of · the .repo.xte-rs,/ :.· ....• qu,fstiorting
stucients . . aw~n..d ipg . their stud~n~f cin~ira.~e l.awy~rs,a,~l

programs. What can Governor housing. Can the government
Gregg do to provide immediate provide any relief in this
financial relief and to ensure situation?
the survival and growth of our
These are just a few of
institution?
the various issues facing us as
Handicap access on students of the University of
campus is limited and in need New Hampshire. Attempts
of improvement. Other non- have been made before to measures were to. be .taken to .. Jrustrated they ~~re or how
traditional students are in need contact the Governor, and uphold ard ellfoic:e 'it/l~vei-y . up~~t
with... public
of services, such as quality day- Gregg has had the opportunity itudent, \big, SJ:naU, . male,·· inac£µr.acy;J11¢y could correc.t
ca re for those who have to take part in campus talks f~Illale/black, or ~h,i.te .wc1s fo .·
•? ••<::: . . •· .· ...... · < ....;>;:
shieldect . . . . ... . .·. .. ·.· ..
children. Is there something before. For various reasons, he
our state government can do to hc1.s been unable to attend.
provide support in these areas? There are petitions circulating
There are many health at the present time, extending
crises facing our age group to the governor yet another
today, perhaps the most invitation to speak to us. It is
serious of which is AIDS. What our hope that this time he will
kind of funding is available for find the time to attend, answer
AIDS education. We would these questions, and address
like a detailed understanding any other concerns we have
of the plan to deal with this with the state. He is, after all
the our governor, and we are his
including
issue,
prevention, identification, and constituents.
treatment available for AIDS.
Maureen Farrington
Whatkindofroledoes and Mark Fischler are a senior
government play in property and sophomore ,respectively, and
taxes? We, as students, are are both members of the Stu dents
affected by this, as increases in of America and the World
these taxes are reflected in organization.
frorn then:tJhe irienjlJe.r.fof t~e ......will . never .be fully informed
exorbitant rents in off-campus
)ln1ve,r.~ity expecteq Jairness when i.t C0II1es_to this particular
office. :
and amotive to educate.
·.· Jwould like to thank
·... ••:.:; · .•• :. Becau.s eofthisvow()f

·•~::i~~?:;d~it•,::,••~~(· • ·•·!~~if1\t,'.~i·!'~!J.~~
:~neygrew
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Look Up To Change the~
-V
Power Problem by Janet Charron
II

ranees D. Barrett, Jr.'s
concern for the future and the
electricity
that
effects
production is having on our
planet is shared by many
although I agree that it is not
shared by enough of us ("The
Energy Challenge", 11/9). It
sometimes seems that there is
no solution. Depending on to
whom you speak, it seems
every solution to electricity
production has a problem: acid
rain, the greenhouse effect and
radioactive waste. In all these
cases there are also limited
supplies of raw fuel, whether
it is oil, coal, natural gas or
uranium. With hydro-electric
power, which sounds pretty
· harmless, the negative effects
are often astronomic. In the
case of Hydro-Quebec, there
have been thousands of acres
of land flooded, resulting in
entire herds of caribou
10,000
(approximately
animals) being killed in one
day; destruction of thousands
of acres of land inhabited by
native peoples and animals;
and a massive manipulation of
the earth's waterways (3 major
rivers have or will be diverted,
requiring acres of forest to be

••····••❖❖--•❖❖❖

burned). I have even heard it
said that more people have
died building solar collectors
(supposedly falling off the
roof!) than in other forms of
electricity production, and that
solar technology is not
advanced enough. With energy
conservation, a favorite of
environmentalists, it is said
that there will be a limit to the
energy that can be conserved
and when the limit is reached,
the demand will again begin to
rise. For those who think longterm, and care about the planet,
the future of the human race,
and their light bulbs, it's pretty
damned depressing.
I personally have
come to see the problem of
electricity to be one of selfish,
corporate greed. Electric power
companies must find ways to
produce electricity that they
can sell. Electricity is crucial to
the workings of our society.
They don't call it "power" for
nothing. Incredible amounts of
electricity is transported
through "high-power" lines
to your house, dorm,
apartment, lab, etc. There is a
lot of electricity wasted so that
some company can control the

distribution and make a profit.
The solution is for that
"power" to be produced as
locally as possible. When they
say that solar power
technology has a long way to
go, they refer to the mass
production of solar electricity.
This new thing about solar
power station in space is
insane-what's wrong with
my roof (except that I might
fall off)!? Or a windmill in my
backyard instead of covering
huge fields with little
windmills? The $6.5 billion
spent to to build Seabrook
Station which now "provides
electricity to a million homes"
(and radioactive waste that will
last millions of years) would
have installed photovoltaic
cells (solar electricity) on the
same million homes. But of
course that would be that, and
the Public Service Company of
New Hampshire, or Northeast
Utilities or whoever could not
continue to juice us for money.
The problem does not
stop there. Some companies
have their hands in both
electricity production and
consumption. General Electric
and Westinghouse make both

no one>{:

. ~irtilfJi~~;(~~u~~

<unselfishefacrfficeof time;th~ir

.~liilii!illt:I
Change must come
turbines for electric genera tors
and electric products. There is through a change in
no incentive for them to be establishment. One of several
more efficient on either side. ways, and the easiest way, of
One product of their changing that establishment is
corporation depends on with the power of your vote.
another. It is truly a vicious The Green Party, for example,
cycle which has devastating supports decentralized electric
effects on the earth and human power production. Another
way (if you have money) is to
health.
a photovoltaic cell on
install
Frances Barrett says
(if you have one)
home
your
we need change. I couldn't
yourself from
disconnect
and
should
agree more, but why
So instead of
cycle.
vicious
the
scientific
the
to
look
we
community for this change? , Francis Barrett's parting words
Since the government has of "grow up", I'd like to say
become dependent on "look up.'rLook up to the sun,
scientists for defense, (i.e. since look up to the future, but don't
the Manhattan Project), in my look up the government and
scientific the scientific community.
the
opinion
community has become We'vealreadygotalotofwhat
dependent on the government. we need to end the US
Many grants come from the dependence .on the Saddam
government, which is in tum, Husseins of the world ...now
strongly influenced by all we need is open minds.
Janet Charron is an ,
same
corporations-the
corporations that make profit operating staff member at UNH
when they provide you with and holds a degree in chemistry.
electricity and products.
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frompg.16
involved. The possibility of
war is not a political issue for meit is an anti-human tragedy that
should not happen.
.
Sincerely,
Kelly Halbran

ALook
AtWar

II
To the Editor:
I feel that our military
people in Saudi Arabia are in
danger because of the following
reason. The U.S. has a long record
of using war in order to make a
sacrifice in blood.
Our military people have
dangerous enemies not only overseas but here in the U. S. When I
wrote a letter to the Greensboro
Daily News during the war in Viet
Nam a man showed up where I
was working to threaten my life.
The. letter was about some gun
lubncant that was superior to the
gunk the Army was then using.
Iraq may be small, but
they have many battle-hardened
~eterans and they are experienced
m the use of poison gas. They do
not use alcoholic beverages or
drugs. I don't know about the U.S.
Army now, but when I was in it
was a home for alcoholics. Even
our General showed up for inspection drunk.
Also the stock market
usually goes up if a lot of men and
material is sacrificed since it has to
be replaced.Wars are great for the
greedy.
I have spent a lot of time,
money, and work trying to protect
theyoungpeopleofthe U.S. from
the war mongers. What have the
schools, colleges and universities
done?
In a book by professor A.
Sutton we learn about some people
who helped get Hitler into power.
Read Wall Street And The Rise Of
Hitler. But who bank rolled
Mussolini? I also wonder about
the war between the U.S. and
Japan. Why did the Japs attack the
U.S.? DidF.D.R. and the Emperor
of Japan have some secret agreement?
.
The U.S. Navy had a spy
mJapan who reported that he had
lost track of a major Jap fleet unit.
I guess that this was a Jap battle
ship or air Craft carrier, but this
did not alert the U.S. Navy at Pearl
Harbor. Since the Japs did not
change their secret code ending
the war for the U.S. shouldn't have
been as big and bloody task as it
turned out to be. I guess that the
big wheels in the U.S. navy believe in making blood sacrifices.
How many accidents has the U.S.
Navy had in the past few years?
Sincerely,
Bill J. Bloomer

Sand
Dune
Defense

Ea}(anj
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e wor an support all act1v1- .
.
· ·1
tD1es s1m1 ar to Operation Sand
une.
Sincerely,
Michael Cannuscio
Senior

What's
Worth
$100?

To the Editor:
This letter is in response
to Kevin R. Coy's viewpoints on
Operation Sand Dune and U.S.
involvement in the Persian Gulf
(The New Hampshire, November 2, 1990). Let me first state that I acTo the Editor:
knowledge the right which you
Last week I answered the
have to an opinion on this matter,
"On the Spot" question and stated
but I believe that you were unfair
that I would take $100 over voting
in your judgement of the success
because "it's not worth it."
of this important student action.
The matter went further
With our country on the
than I thought it would. Mr. Scott
brink of war in the Middle East I
Drummey and Mr. Walter Gregg
have noticed that a large perce;twrote and used my two sentence
age of the student population at
response to the "On the Spot"
U.N.H. havegoneabouttheirdaily
reporter as part of their arguments.
routines without the slightest care
Clearly the two sentences
regarding this volatile situation.
in The New Hampshire were not
Students who participated in
my argument to its full extent and
Operation Sand Dune gave me
I agree that they could easily be
hope that there are persons on this
misinterpreted. On the other hand,
campus who are making a conone cannot use a fellow peer as an
certed effort to support the solexample without first learning
diers who have been in Saudi
more about who the subject of the
Arabia for the past three months.
critique really is and what they
Support of this program does not
really represent.
mean that you support U.S. inYes, I do realize that we
volvement in the Persian Gulf it
live in a democracy. I am certainly
means that you care about the m'en
glad that we do because that gives
and women who are presently
me the freedom of choice. My
over there.
judgement told me that there was
I do not believe that our
no candidate in the eiections r~pheads are filled with "false noresenting me. This could either be
tions of success", as you stated.
~ue to a difference in political
Participants in Operation Sand
ideology or the excessive amount
Dune set out to help boost the
of dirty campaigning used. Not
morale of out troops and I believe
believing that anyone represents
that this objective was reached. I
my interests is not a question of
a pplaud the efforts of all who took
whether I believe in the political
part in the "operation".
process (which I do). It is a quesIt is my opinion that you
tion of whether anyone deserves
were biased in your view of this
the vote the political process has
attempt to help our troops. You
granted me. I felt no one was worth
believe that peace will be achieved
of my vote, and therefore I did not
onlyifwewithdrawfromthisarea.
bless them with it.
You do not want "another VietThis issue of""not worth
nam", nor do I. I agree with you
it" has clearly been a misunderthat peace should be our main goal,
standing based on my two-senbut it is necessary to show the
tence response. When absolutely
Iraqis that we (and many other
necessary, we should at least incountries) will not stand for this
vestigate before we make comtype of action.
ments about fellow students or
It seems as though you
use them indiscriminately as exare totally against any U.S. inamples in our arguments. That is
volvement in the Middle East
the correct, and most of all, demobecause you believe that the only
cratic, way to go. Then maybe we
reason that we are in Saudi Arabia
can say that our criticism is conis to protect our oil interests. Do
structive instead of unnecessarily
you condone the activities of Sadharsh and reprimanding.
dam Hussein in invading defenseless Kuwait? Itisnotjustthe United
Sincerely,
States that has viewed this action
Nikos Livadas
as being far from correct. This
Political Science
aggressive behavior must be
Senior
stopped now before it spreads.
Also, I do not view U.S. intervention as attempting to contain
"communist world domination".
Saddam Hussein will not back
down if troops pull out now. You
must understand that this problem will not just disappear by itself.
To All Students- It is my
hope that a peaceful settlement
To the Editor:
will be reached. Until then though,
Thetitle Frosh dismissed
please make an attempt to follow on sexual assault led off the Nov.
closely to what is happening in

The
Justice
Question

I
·
.
.
. g
Morgan Chase
era pubhc at this umvers1ty canF h
res man
not constructively
confront rape.
Mat h / p hys1cs
.
Th
,,
e term sexual assault" grabs
our attention, interests us; rape is
too strong and makes us feel guilty
for wanting to know all of the
details. Sexual assault is therefore
upper-right front page news, in
thespotfortheattention-grabbing
To the Editor:
headline. Sexual assault is good
The question is not
for circulation; rape is hidden
"censorship", or sex and violence,
awayonpagefive, which weskim
butwhetheryourpaperisagrubby
over on our way to ridicule "On
paper.
the Spot." The title was also
There is nothing more
worded ambiguously; we are led
prominent in, and reflective of
to believe that the charges were
The University, then its studen~
dismissed instead of the freshman.
paper. Don't you want to make
This served to further distance the
The University proud of it~elf as
reader from an alleged rape; it
reflected by your standards and
was show:n as an _a ssault of an
taste, not to mention excellence in
interesting nature that didn't re- writing? (It has also been pretty
ally happen only to pique our intersloppy lately, with half of imporest and get us to start reading the
tant stories missing altogether in
story. Only then did we see that it
continuation!)
was not the fairy tale that we has
Some writers have been
anticipated.
callingTheNewHampshirea '1eamBecause everyone here
ing experience, so hands off; we
has read the Student Handbook
have a rightto experiment, to make
he or she knows that sexual as~
mistakes!"
sault is punishable by dismissal
To me, "learning" in(of the offender) from this univercludes listening to experienced
sity. What they don't know, apadult advisors on The University
parently, is that a rape victim ofstaff (are there any out there?)
ten feels alone and worthless after
Yours truly,
the crime. Oddly enough, alJ.F. Carrigan
though she may feel great anger
toward her violator, she simply
wants to resolve the episode in
some way and get on with her life.
It takes courage to step
upandtellanyoneaboutwhathas
L
happened, for this tends to augment the pain while the victim
and her story are scrutinized and
publicized. Deciding to take the
To the Editor:
complaint to university authoriAt the Diversity Speak
ties instead of the police was an Out on November 8, I spoke for
attempt to deal with the situation ten minutes about how gays, lesin the manner that would least bians, and bisexuals are repeatmuck up the lives of everyone edly left out of the discussion of
involved. I'd rather be shooting diversity on this campus, despite
hoop in the state of Pennsylvania their constituting 10% of the stu(although no one can vote there) dents, faculty, and staff. That's
than in the state penitentiary.
approximately 1,700 people. This
The implication that a group of people could contribute
~c~im' s leaning toward clemency much to this community's divermd1cated a false claim is ludicrous. sity of the walls of prejudice, fear,
Racism, too, is an appropriate and ignorance were lowered, rerebuttal that is used whenever a sulting in more of us feeling free to
. non-white feels that he has been be "out." However, we are most
wronged. A number of questiona- usually rendered invisible by the
bly related incidents, circum- lack of validation of our existence
stances, or both are threaded to- by this community.
gether and called racism. An interYour front page story on
esting thought: why was the Sports the Speak Out made no reference
Editor assigned to the story?
to gays, lesbians, and bisexuals.
The Greek houses acted Thanks for demonstrating my
in _similar fashion when they point!
c!a1med that they were being
Yours in struggle,
smgled out by the alcohol policy,
Paul Cody, Ph.D
which would make people uninStaff Psychologist
terested in pledging, and were
Counseling Center
being stereotyped as nothing more
than keg-heftin' heathens. You'll
notice that because they feel that
the no:.keg deal will decrease their
numbers, they believe in and perpetuate the stereotypethemselves.
If what's-his-name who
gotkickedoutofStokehadn'tbeen
a short-haired, white kid without
ties to any major on-campus organizations, his story would still
~ kicking around. Rape, however,
1sa more serious crime than drinking 6/7 of a beer. Let's remember
that.

Grubby!
Grubby!

The

overl OO.r<,ed
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Don'-t
Miss It!
-

this Su nda y

Scope Presents:

T he
10 .0 00 M A N IA C S
~~~~1 t/~~1®@
HO PE
CH ES T
TO UR
Fie ld Ho use
. $10 SAFO Stu den ts

8pm

$15 Non -Stu den ts

Tic kets wil l be ava ilab le
at the door
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We're
turning
overa
new
leaf in
the

woods.

The award-winning restaurant at the New
England Center now has a new name:
the woods.
Walk into the woods and you'll discover
a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New
Hampshire by New Hampshire Profiles
magazine!), and delicious Sunset Specials,
served daily from 5:30 p.m.
In our wine bar, you can sample fine wines
by the glass from the most varied wine list
in the state. Sip your favorite beer or cocktail. Or nibble on tempting hors d'oeuvres
and sandwiches.
So turn over a new leaf, and come see us
often. For reservations, call (603) 862-2815.

t

s

restaurant and wine bar
At
15

· The Sweaters,
Shirts, Jackets and
Pants Sale
Save UpTo70°/o
With more sweaters, shirts, jackets and pants in our
outlets than ever before, it's virtually impossible for
anyone to miss out on these incredibly low prices.
Hurry for the best selection.

Leather Outerwear
Retail Values of $300 to $1,650

Now
$149.99 to $599.99
Pants

Sweaters & Shirts

Retail Values of $50 ~o $90

Retail Values of $52 to $285

Now
$29.99 to $39.99

Now
$29.99 to $79.99

FACTORY

OUTLET

Where Timberland Quality Costs Less

Main Street, Newmarket

659-5882

Center
England
New
the
Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH
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Mobilize Our Potential
Universities Must Take the Lead in the
Environmental Movement
By Mathew O'Connor
Environmental Page Editor
" The universities might have
formed an effective counterweight to
the military-industrial Complex by
strengthening their emphasis on the
traditional values of our democracy,
but many of our leading universities
have instead joined the monolith,
adding greatly to its power and
influence.
11

SP.nator William Fulbright, December
13, 1967

Why haven't university
presidents gotten together and
issued a major public statement
urging conservation?
A massive federal investment
in conservation would do a lot to
lessen the greenhouse effect, the
trade deficit, unemployment, air
pollution, and the crisis in Iraq.
And it would pay for itself in the
long run.
Just for starters, giving away a
compact fluorescent bulb to every
U.S. resident ($2 billion for 250
million bulbs), doubling the
federal funding for state and local
conservation programs and
conservation research and
development ($400 million),
helping the solar cell industry get
started ($300 million), and
increasing automobile and
refrigerator efficiency standards
by 50 percent ($1 billion to assist
implementation and enforcement)
would cost less than one-half the
price tag of a new nuclear power
plant. And it would eliminate the
need of six nuclear power plants
and several million barrels of oil a
year.

Solutions like these are
plentiful, but competing interests,
like the oil and automobile
industries, stand in the way.
Even biotechnology,
computers, and aerospace are
competing interests. When's the
last time a university president
held a press conference with the
Chamber of Commerce to break
groundonanewconservationand
renewable energy research
building that would help make
the immediate area the
"conservation capitol of the
world?"
Our university administrators
fail to act on the critical issues of
our time. They cop out. Theyreneg
on their responsibilities when they
shy away from controversial
issues, hiding behind a veil of
"political neutrality." In reality
their neutrality is often a cover for
their collaboration - through
training, advising, and research with a government that is
indifferent to conservation, and
with the corporations that are most
responsible for that governments
attitude. As Senator Fulbright put
it,
"When the university turns away
from its central purpose and makes
itselfan appendage to the Government,
concerning itself with techniques
rather than purposes, with expedients
rather than ideals, dispensing
conventional orthodoxy rather than .
new ideas, it is not only failing to meet
its responsibilities to its students; it is
betraying public trust.
Professor Charles Schwartz, an
activist at UC Berkely, advises us
11

to challenge our campus' failure
to uphold the public trust "through
educational activities and political
organizing of all kinds, from
lobbying to direct action."
First, we must ask some
important questions. Who is
controlling your university, and
for what purposes? How much
funding comes from tuition? The
State? The Federal Government?
Corporate research and user fees?
Are students and taxpayers
paying 70 percent of ·the
university's expenses, but only
given a token voice in determining ,
the university's priorities? Is the
campus administration and board
of trustees connected to the entire
community, or just to white male
corporate America? Are their
priorities ours?
When we begin to understand
the problem, we can demand that
our campuses take a constructive
role in averting ecological disaster.
AsMalcomXoftensaid: ifyou'te
not part of the solution, you're
part of the problem. Remember to
focus on the most blatant
violations of social responsibility
for maximum effect, but don't let
the small ones slip through your
fingers. By setting an example and
increasing overall awareness, you
encourage other people to act
responsibly and take on the issues
missed. It is time for universities
to set a precedent. Administrations
across the nation have the ability,
but they need our cooperation and
urging. Together, only together,
can we set a new ecological
precedent nation wide.

Change The Coors
I> of History I>
A Quote for the Week:
We will never accomplish
international economic
security through arms
control alone. Unless we also
eliminate the threat to the
world's environment,
global economic security is
inconceivable.
·- Mikhail Gorbachev

By Eric J. Kessler
Boulder Environmental Center

The Coors Campaign has
quickly spread tomanycampuses.
The Student Environmental
Action Coalition's actions have
opened Coors' eyes to the student
movement and have opened the
door to their Public Relations
office, whoaretryingtohandleall
the just demands leveled at them.
Coors repeatedly states that
"the company is not perfect." They
state several instances in which
they have either made nominal
changes or donated money to
"environmental groups." These
actions are very positive and we
should reach out and let them
know that we think so. However,
extensive research has shown the
roots of these actions. Only after
major public protest and

employee's demands, Coors told
the EPA in 1990 that they had been
dumping toxic liquid waste into a
nearby creek for ten years.
The "Pure Water 2000"
program, operated by Robert
Redford's Institute for Resource
Management,iswidelypublicized
by Coors. This involved a $1
million donation spread out to
several strong clean water groups
across the nation. The $4 million
spent on publicity has emphasized
"Coors commitment to the
environment." However, the
research done by National Toxics
Campaign (soon to be published)
makes us wonder why they
haven't committed to the
environment they live, work, and
illegally dump in. The people
living within the cancer cluster
downstream from Coors must be

wondering when they will follow
through on their "commitment."
Was "Pure Publicity 2000" done
out of altruism? If so how do they
explain the fact that the idea was
actually given to Coors by one of
their advertising agencies?
The Coors commitment to
ethnic values is widely publicized
as well. In their annual reports
they show us pictures of local
Chicanos holding cases of Coors
beer. The caption explains their
multi-million dollar donation to
this community that they abused
for so long. But shouldn't the
caption continue to explain that
after that donation was given, a
deal was set up in which ·more
money would be donated directly
proportional to the amount Coors
bought in that community?

("Coors" continued on page 22... )

f
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COORS, from page 21 Our research has also led
usto Brazil whereoneofCoor's
porcelain subsidiaries may be
extracting pulp from the
endangered rain forest for the
production process. The Coors
Foundation which operates with
money accumulated from the
founder, Adolph, has continually
given large sums of money to
groups which we all regularly
fight against while trying to do
what's best for Mother Earth. The
anti-environmentalist Mountain
States Legal foundation, James

Watt, Robert Burford - these are
all names we are familiar with.
In order to keep an open
mind on this, we wish to test Coor' s
commitment. A list of very simple
and realistic demands will be given
toPeterCoors. Wemustnotforget
to thank Coors for the work they
have already done, though there
is more to be accomplished. Peter
Coors can be reached at 1-800-2773109. Let him know how you think
and feel, because when he knows
his consumers want certain things,
he'll do it. You put the money in
his pocket.

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Whether you're majoring
in a highly specialized area or
seeking a broader liberal arts education, you can build a higher level of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
·
throughout your life. Call
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Rt. ·125, Lee
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(5_minutes from Campus)
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Apple, Bluebeny, pumpkin, Squash, Strawbeny Rhubarb, Custard, Pecan, Boston Cream,
~G
Chocolate Cream, Mince, Lemon Meringue, Cheny

\,..\.. US

Cf;t

,-oo~'i\

HOMEMADEFROMFAMILYRECIPIES
I know, I've been there.

I ate turkey in the doghouse my freshman year!
-Andy Leahy, Class '79, '83
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~
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Show your student ID at pick-up time and we'll take $1.00 off each pie in your order.

I

St:op in and see us/ you o,we it: t:o your appet:it:e! ,

I
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Nineties Fun With The Mekons
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
Singin' and swingin',
whi ppin' and whoo pin', the
Mekons inimitably, indubitably,
ineluctably charm the pants or
knickers off the listener with
F.U.N. '90, a new four song
collection. F.U.N. '90 reveals the
group's penchant for surprising
its fans with eerie twists and bizarre turns on old formulas. What
else would you expect from a band
named after Dan Dare and the
Mekons, a 1950s cartoon about a
British imperialist and evil aliens?
TheLeedsbornladsand
lassies who make up the Mekons
first jumped the punk express in
1977 producing a brash, three
chord debut entitled The Quality of
Mercy Is Not Strnen (1979). The
band continued to labor hyperactively for a couple of years, touring with fellow natives Gang Of
Four among others, before sinking into oblivion circa 1983.
Guitarists Tom Greenhalgh and Jon Langford resurrected the Mekons for another try
in 1985. The result was the seminal country punk recording Fear
And Whiskey on the Sin label. Whiskey is a departure from the earlier
punk and synthesized dabblings.
Twangy, punch-drunk songs
dominate, including the memorable "Flitcraft" and ''Trouble
Down South." Whiskey also demonstrates the band's ability to incorporate a variety of influences,
from Syd Barrett ("Psycho Cupid")
to Hank Williams ("Lost Highway'').
The Edge Of The World

Honky Tonkin' produced instant
Mekons' classics like "Prince Of
Darkness" and "Sympathy ForThe
Mekons" ("Here's to a band that
deals in the facts oflife/ In their 10
short ugly years").
So Good It Hurts (1988)
andRock'N'Roll(1989)showaband
maturing as musicians while retaining its quirky edge. Pleasant
melodies adorn "Ghosts Of American Astronauts" and "LearningTo
LiveOn YourOwn." "I'm Not Here
(1967)" sees Satan, Nixon, and
Hitler feasting to a reggae beat.
"Fantastic
Voyage",
"Rock'N'Roll", and "Blow Your
Tuneless Trumpet" are raw power
numbers in the best kick out the
jams tradition.
F.U.N. '90 begins with a
Robbie Robertson (remember the
Band? No, you were just a
scrawny, thin-lipped child at the
time) cover, "Makes No Difference." Thisrhapsodic,dreamyhecan't-get-over-her number is
wonderfully reworked with a
soothing bass line atop a muted
organ and soft guitar. "Sheffie!
Park" has a falsetto vocal, tinkling
keys, and dissonant guitar brewed
toashufflebeat. "HavingAParty''
has the pitter pat snare, a la Paul
Simon's "Fifty Ways To Leave
Your Lover," and spurts of buzzing guitar which punctuate Sally's
charming little girl lead. The final
cut "One Horse Town" is a musiwas heard on record about as of- cal exercise about "2000 Light
ten as Tom Greenbalgh's delight- Years From Home" with Jaggerful drone. Steve Goulding, ex-Ru- esque slurrings and wrenching
mour (Graham Parker's band), on Richards riffs. What else would
drums; Lu Knee on bass;and Susie you expect for a finale from carHoneyman on fiddle and violin. toon aliens?

-

TheMekons
(1986) sees the Mekons emulating
the Tex-Mex style a la Rico Bell's
inebriated accordion on "Slightly
South Of The Border." World, also
includes the careening country
chops of "Big Zombie" which

groups like the Pogues and the
Godfathers must have listened to
a few dozen times for inspiration.
By Honky Tonkin' (1987),
the Mekons' line-up had solidified. SallyTimms' crystallinevoice

Peace Frog, Again
By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Staff Reporter
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The Charlatans UK

Some Friendly
Beggars Banquet/RCA
The Charlatans UK are the latest
carriers of what is known as the Manchester
sound. Some Friendly, their latest release,
shows the Charlatans as proponents of the
guitar and organ driven music that has been
filling the college and dance charts lately.
The Charlatans, as well as counterparts The Stone Roses and The Soup Dragons have been taking this style in several different directions. By combining vintage
organsoundswithfunkyrhythmguitarand
danceable drum tracks, all three bands have
shown that modern dance songs do not
have to be centered around synthesizers
and drum machines. Unlike their counterparts, however, they have chosen to stay
away from the slightly harder edged, psychedelic sound by avoiding the heavy wah
guitar solos and keeping a tighter, smoother
style.
Some Friendly shows The Charlatans have found something that works. ''The
Only One I Know'' is the strongest cuton the
album. This single, in everything from the

..

timing to the instruments and voices, bears
more than a slight resemblance to The Doors
"Peace Frog." Fortunately, The Charlatans
have managed to avoid sounding like they
are merely copying it; The Charlatans make
it sound like it was their song all along.
The problem with Some Friend is
that you would swear that one or two tracks
are remixes of "The Only One I Know,'~
which is the whole problem with the album. Every track is enjoyable but there is
little variety here. Although each cut is
good on its own, the problem comes when • :::i::~~i!i~:1:IJtr!h~g~s::!~i~?ai:~~~:;~~r;t~st~t!:1~1 t,li~$:i~°nt
foed character resembles no one so mµch as theCha.rlatan inJ.he Qlpinetof Dc><:tor<
you sit down and listen to the whole album.
<):?:()
You quickly reach the point where continu- '·< °Caligciri, afillllwho~e flavor is .q~ite .sirrilarto thi~ procfoctfok • :>, /' ,>'
. . ·... , Theother halfof Joseph K/s char~cteds.played by
ir.onic.na~iqr·
ity meets monotony.
figure, played by Gregory FunaroJ who ~pends half of the tµ#.e.:.tcllking to ~
The album has a very refined
.Ni?:,.•· .
. audience,·half the time as the other half of K.' s internal monologu~.,:Fiinaro' s rj.c:Jt/ • ·
sound to it. Producer Chris Nagel has taken
' and ~t ti~e~ l}µmorous voice~ ':1-dds a welcome noteoffa~~lia9tyt~Jhi~.~tark~t9.ij
all the elements that make up The Charlatans and combined them into a very homo1
geneous mixture. No one artist in particular
shines but the overall effect is very good.

:J?

<:.:

iln

While lacking the harder rock and roll sound
of the Stone Roses and the Soup Dragons
Some Friendly secures The Charlatans as an
excellent example of modern progressive
dance music.

<:,

.·•i • ::;;~!:~=~~1~!tt~:1:1](;~~~!~~~~ ~~~~fif~!t~mffl.I•
. · • e.rt\re ~;:;

ri1~~at;;::~::;~~~!;~!~:~!tih~,~~k~;µ~~~ijii .t

freedom in ,Kafka's world, Otl~ tl)c1t might just apply to O.ttf<>W.~\9ne)tic1t js:..yortl.i •}I
seeing before it finishes its. Call the ,¥ OB tic~et office for n1:9re Jnform~tj9n.
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Dead ly Teen Angs t In Heat hers
Corner

A Tale Of Swashd ogs And Diet Coke Heads

By Steven Moody
Arts Reporter

j_

Anyone who has been to
an American High School knows
of the predatory nature of the social
scene, where the quest for popu- .
larity will drive kids to unspeakable cruelties - stabbing exfriends in the back, rumour-mongering, exploitation of the weaknesses of others, etc. It's a perfect
training ground for life in the big
world of U.S. capitalism! In 1988,
some filmmakers distilled the
aspects of this familiar domain into
102 minutes of viciously funny
satire, creating Heathers, one of the
most mordant yet truthful teen
comedies ever.
A great deal of the credit
mustgotothescreenwr iter,Daniel
Waters, whose script bristles with
lethal put-downs and hip patter,
practically creating a whole new
teen patois. "What's your damage?" They' re just swashdogs and
diet-coke heads." And so on. The
lines are delivered dead-pan with
the light touch required of comic
timing by then unknown, now
rising stars Winona Ryder (Beetlejuice, Great Balls of Fire) and
ChristianSlater(GleamingtheCube,
Christian Slater and Winona Ryder
Young Guns II). ·
The "Heathers" are a the others in a Darwinian popu- the students) and generally remind
group of three of the elite mem- larity contest ("Real life sucks los- one of the girls whose guts you
bers of the Westerburg High Scene, ers dry") in which they dress and hatedinyoursophomo reyear.The
all named Heather, captained by act like TV game show hostesses, odd girl out is Veronica Sawyer,
Heather number one, a vicious and cultivate a cynically manipulative our intelligent and pretty narrator.
heartless social climber who leads relationship to their public (i.e. Veronica, played by Ryder, has

become fed up with the popularity business ("our job is to be
popular and shit") and longs for
an escape route. This escape is
provided for her by the appearance of J .D. (Slater), a wry and
daring t~n who looks and sounds
like a young Jack Nicholson.
Veronica is torn between
the desire to fit in with and be
accepted by Heathers, and the wild
mysteries of J.D. On one hand is
the power of the social queen
(Heather #1 tells her," ... they all
want me for a friend or a fuck,
.. .I'm worshiped, Buster Burke,
and I'm only a junior.") and on the
other is the more intellectually
appealing but ultimately more
dangerous power wielded with
irony by J.D. The break comes
when Veronica throws up at a
college party Heather #1 brings
her to ("Bulimia is so '87'') and
Heather uses the info to socially
assassinate her.
The humor diverges into
the darker corners of the acceptable as she and J .D., she somewhat
inadvertently, he purposefully,
begin to kill off the most obnoxious of the popularity kids. Veronica tells her diary that her "teen
angst bullshit has a body count,"
as she struggles to break free of
both her previous life and her
sinister entanglement with J.D.
"I'm going to have to send my
SAT scores to San Quentin instead
of Stanford," she writes.
Heathers is slick, snappy

and on the dot with its mockery of
student life and the teen years,
ruthlessly revenging itself on the
kids you hated when you were in
school (unless you were a big-hair
like the Heathers or an arrogant
jock asshole) and the entire system of parents, administrators and
preachers who helped to prop up
the system they represented. The
pick of the week is right on the
money, a movie to be seen more
than once. You don't think so? Did
you have a brain tumor for breakfast?
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T,cket1 S10 adv /Sl 2 Day ofshow (general odm,111on)
Available at Colonial Theatre Box Olfioi
and at all ~ • .,..,,.. outlets
Charge by phone at Colonial Box Otfioi (603) 352·2033
A 01onys1an Producnons Pr&sentanon
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e $1 Students

- -· -

Sunday, November 18
Strafford Room, MUB
7 &9 pm

- -- - -

$2 Non-Students

---

e
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THE COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER HAS ...
Housing Resourses:
• Off-campus housing list
• Landlord evaluation file
• Roommate file
• Housing/work exchange listings
• Security deposit/ renters rights info
• PSNH/phone hookup info
•Sample leases/housing inspection forms
• Transfer student housing packets
•Model leases
Sublease/Let Resourses:
• Sublease agreements
• Housing inspection
• Tips on subleasing
Transportation:
•COAST/C&J bus schedules
• New England/national rideboard
• Carpool rideboard

&

The new UNH phone books, a babysitter file,
an emergency locator for student parents,
jumper cables, typewriters, dictionaries,
thesauruses, phone books, time and room
schedules, class catalogs, maps of surrounding
towns, lists of all the quiet study places around
campus, etc., etc., etc.
The Commuter/fransfer Center
Room136MUB
Study Lounge and Office Hours
Monday-Thursday, 10am - 9pm
Friday, 10am - 4:30pm
Sunday, 5 -9pm
Ad courtesy of the Student Senate .
....................,................"'"...
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DOOR PRIZE: 5 DISK CD PLAYER
To be given away within the 1st hour.

T-Shirts
sold at the
door!

Stuart Wilhoit - DJ!
Sell out crows at Dartmouth, Boston University,
Plymouth State, University of Maine
funded by IFC, Panhel, PFO

•
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0
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u
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12:30 am!!! DE
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ACROSS 39
1 Lasting
40
injury
5 Pursue
41
1O Tiff
42
14 Florence's 44
river
15 - of Troy 45
16 Wetlands
plant
46
17 Cool
19 Different
50
20 Pair
52
21 Vipers
22 Excuse
53
24 Sanctuarie~
26 Commune in 54
Italy
55
27 Office
58
holders
28 Container
59
31 Attack
60
34 Ridiculous
comedy
61
35 Wrath
62
36 Domestic
63
animals
37 Bill of
fare
38 Beautiful
one

29 A Gardner
Period
DOWN
30 HaveconWinks or
1 Clara or
fidence
thieves
Barbara
31 Oil group
Sweetener
2 Feet or
Amalgamates
nest
32 Pianist
Knockout
3 Bug
Peter
33 Cowboy's
number
4 Legendary
problems
f'le measbird
ures
5 Deep holes · 34 Makes out
37 Races
Place for
6 Aids
a nest
7 Woe is me! 38 Readyto
eat
African fly
8 100 make a
40 Fish
Necklace
yen
paddles
component
9 Star's
Grande or
appearance 41 Listens to
43 Certain
Bravo
1o Is angry
insects
Travel
11 Rhythmical
44 Merchant
Don't move!
throbbing
46 Uptight
Caesar's
12 Too
road
13 Adolescent 47 Banal
48 Lubricated
Laconic
ending
49 North and
To - (ex18 Hangout
South
actly)
23 Between
50 Pare
Army fare
Ontario
51 Location
Guide
and Huron
52 Unadorned
Roosevelt
25 Fibs
and Kennedy 26 Celebration 56 Hanoi
holiday
28 Wagons
57 Make lace

please see Tuesday's paper for solution
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Wanted: Student ski reps.
SKI FREE!!! Looking for adventure
on the slopes this winter? Become
a cam pus ambassador. Just 3-4
hours a week earns you a season
of skiing FREE. For more
information call the Marketing
Department at Gunstock. (603)293-4341.

ENTREPRENEURS: Earn
$10,000 next summer. College Pro
Painters is now taking applications
for managers next summer.
Training, excellent business
experience, average earnings for
first year managers is $10,000. 7
UNH managers last summer
averaged more than $12,000 each
net profit. Don't get a job, get a
business. Questions? Call Matt @
742-7068.
Sell phone card - no
surcharge .20 a minute- anywhere
in U.S. Also voice mail- Residual
income call 617-545-2508.
Free spring break vacation
in Cancun! College tours, the
nations largest and most successful
spring break tour operators needs
campus
enthusiastic
representatives. Earn a free trip
and cash. Nothing to buy-we
provide everything you need. Call
Bob @ 1-800-395-4896.
Earn $500-$1,500/wk parttime stuffing envelopes in your
home. For free information, send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelopteto: P.O. Box 4645, Dept.
P103, Albuquerque NM, 87196
FAST
FUNRAISING
PROGRAM $1,000 in just one
week. Earn up to $1,000 for your
campus organization. Plus a
change at $5,000 more! This
program works! No investment
needed. Call 1-800-932-0528. Ext.
50

FOR
SALE
1981 VW Rabbit Diesel LS
2 dr - Excellent body, sound mechanicals, tatty interior & sloppy
shifter, blaupunkt and new battery, radial snows included.
$1,000 Dave, 868-1077.
For Sale: 1978 Pontiac
Phoenix, excellent running
condition, new radiator, new gas
line, new Diehard battery, lifetime
muffler. $800. 430-9142.

INFQ•862-1323;RM llOB,MUB

Thule Racks, two bar package, 6 pair ski capability, locks to
car and lock on skiis. Fits al BMW
3 series, Volkswagen, and other
guttered cars. Used one season.
New $250, selling for $125 firm.
Call 929-2120.
Honda - '84 XR500R, Great
shape, many new parts, N.H.
Registered, Woods & enduro
ready, $850.00 Cash Talks-> B.S.
Walks. Rich 427-0640.
Avatar Fine Consignments,
Windy Knoll Village, 62
Portsmouth Ave, Stratham N.H.
Womens, childrens, prom, Bridal,
handicrafts, misc. Hours Tuesday
- Saturday 9:30 - 5:00, Thursday
9:30 - 7:00 603-778-7245.
1987 -ALFA Romeo Milano
- 4 door, 164 horse power, power
windows, locks, sun-roof, seats;
very sporty & luxury. It's black;
53k miles, asking $8,500 - Contact
Gil (603)659-8059 - 7 p.m. -10 p.m.
daily.

2.00 er 20 words

•

Horses boarded $200 /
month several box stalls still
available in brand new 17 stall
horse barn; only 2 miles from unh.
Stop by and see our facilities at 452
Packers Falls Rd., Lee, NH or call
Fisher Brook Farm at 659-8144.

HOUSING

1;ID

Female roommate needed
for a Young Drive house for Spring
Semester. Call 868-1126 ASAP.

I-Shirts

Roommate wanted. Nonsmoking female to share 2
bedroom apartment in Dover on
Karivan Route. $215/mo plus
utilities. 742-4059.

~~~A/

~TM

Frw Rt 1n Mrtll

moving. Both Wholesale. 362-4746;
868-5122.

Newington, NH
431-4355

word
Professional
processing for all reports, theses,
correspondence, etc., tape
transcription, laser printing.
Experienced, reasonable, quickreturn. Janet Boyle 659-3578.
Experienced band looking
for work. Great party/ dance
music. Influences are everything
from Floyd - Zepplin - Rush. Call
Andy 659-7094.
Word processing services.
Professional & efficient. Next day
return. $1.75/page. Call Diane at
942-5881.
Attention students: We will
screen print t-shirts, hats, sweats,
etc. for your fraternity, sorority,
sports team, club, activist groups,
or any school event. Quality
printing at wicked low prices. We
deliver, rush service available. Call
Screen Gems at (603)474-5353 call
now for quotes on any item.

Spring Semester: Roommate
wanted to share luxury condo in
Durham! Five minute walk to
campus! $225/mo. Call Chris 8681940.

Female to share lg new apt.
in Nmkt. 165/mo. + 1/3 utilities.
COAST Route. 659-3771 now or
2nd semester.

SyQr~ C~!!;'~, _!t,1C, 5~e~~ ~~5~et~~~

Word Processing - Fast,
accurate, $1.50 per double spaced
page. Research and editing
services available. Delivery to
campus $1.00 extra. 659-2359.

HAMPTON BEACH: $100.
wk. & up for year round & Winter
rentals. 1 to 4 bedrooms furnished
and unfurnished. Bird Real Estate
603-926-4395.

Rent in
for
Room
Newmarket.Hugeroom with two
large closets. Male or female $241/
mo. heat and hot water included.
Call Andy 659-2095.

1986 GMC suburban "Sierra
1500", loaded.1986 Subaru GLXT

lliJIRVICES i

For Rent: One bedroom
Dover $325.00, hot water included.
Lease thru 6 /1 /90. Call 868-2458,
no pets, bus, off st. parking.

Screenprinting
and
Embroidery

Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc.

Artist on Staff
.............................................................
IJ.N·H·
......................
. . . · · ................. .
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Roommate needed to share
a 3 bedroom apartment for spring
semester. 9 Main St. Durham N.H.
- - . - . . - ·- .
ureat Locanon. vn1y ~L'¼:J/ mo+
utilities. Call Kelley 868-3829.
Share sunny 2 bdrm., 2 floor
private apt. Country setting in
Madbury, 3 miles to UNH. $250 /
month plus 1 /2 electric + phone.
Heat included. Cat/smoker ok.
Warped sence of humor helpful.
student/professional
Grad
prefered. M/F share with 60's
activist/ professional. Call Michael
at 742-2386.
Spring semester, Davis
Court Apartments, female, nonsmoker, parking space available,
$255/mo includes heat and hot
water. Call Kim at 868-7253
evenings.

1mmiiii!Eacl1rforerni:m:m:11m;
=111111111M/1d~1mlrifmlillftiiiii1111111.

····················································
NOVEMBER-MAY
RENT AL HAMPTON BEACH:
Three bedroom house fully
furnished $450.00/month plus
utilities. 617-246-1431 after 6:00

::~1

I

One rommate wanted for 3
BR apt in Newmarket. Steph 6598528

II
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One RT ticket to Jamaica,
Cayman Islands, Cancun, Mexico,
or anywhere in the United States.
Only travel before Dec 17. $275.
Issued in your name. Call 8683756.

1:J:i:;~; ;::~:~ef~: II

Spring Semester. $1,500 includes
refrigerator and microwave. Call
Judy 868-2192 days.

, . TRAVEL

__

RIDES Pia

II

__

1,:,-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:J

Shuffling off to Buffalo (or
anywhere along route 90) Need
riders. Leaving 11 /17 returning
11/26. Call Kim 332-3104.

II

PERSON~ i

Hey you - Bored?? Come to
Gibbs Hall Coffee House 11/16/
9oat 7:3op.m. Refreshments, open
mike!!
Sue, Thank you for a
REALLY great weekend. I will
remember this one for a long time.
I hope you enjoyed it as much as I
did. I hope we'll get to do
something like it again. Love Bill
Ski Jackson Hole, Wyoming
with the UNH Ski Club,Jan 14-21.
$725.DepositduebeforeNov. lSth
Call 862-1013.
.... hey Lizzie and Andrea,
want to play some mind games on
Saturday? Absolutely NO raw
cookie dough-that part of my
life is over. Let's pard ue women ....
Jamie D. Please get a meal
plan. Lunch won't be the same.
Sorry about Sherky - baby! But
thanks. Love Christine.
Semi-Formal Dec 1st 8pm12am NH Hall Refreshments
provided. Tickets are $4/per~on
or $7 /couple obtainable in Scott
Hall 321. Sponsored by Scott Hall.
Hezzah - You Blixtex poster
babe you - Happy 21st! Its about
time! - Peace, love & Chocolate Anne.
Mary - Did you hear that?
We didn't - no more complaining.
Your thankful roommates.
Happy 21st Mary 0, just
don't go too crazy, please leave at
least half the town standing. Love
Beth.
Graduation tix wanted Please, Please. I'm willing to buy
them from you. Myfamilityislarge
and so is the distance they are
driving for my graduation. Please
call Liz 659-5868 after 6 p.m.
Mary - Since your 21 why
don't I let you buy me a drink. C.J.
Desperately seeking tic~ets
to graduation need 5! Call Elyse 5
pm - 9 pm 749-1420 will pay $.
Happy 18th Birthday Suzie
Clark! You still are the youngest
sophomore at UNH! We miss you
very much. Love, Missy+ Rachel.
P.S. Watch out for those cement
poles! P.P.S. Don't EVER rock the
Lobster!!
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Happy belated Birthday
Kath-dude! We love you! Love,
the other 3 K's.
Mary - Just don't throw up
this weekend. We won't clean for
you. Stepth
Late night at UNH. .. Nov.
17th llpm-2am Granite State
Room. Free Admission and
Refreshments. Doors dose at 12:30
am!
Graduation tickets wanted
- Desperately! I will pay for your
unwanted tickets. Please call: 7496452. Evenings best.

progressive Student Network
Presents: IN THE MUB PUB. 6:3011 :30 $4 food and drinks. also
debut of the Wandering
Casanovas

Michele - Spanish woman! How's
about a rice cake! Martha - when is
letter #3 coming? Want some
chocolate pie? I love you guys!!
Love + AOT Tiffany

WANTED. SfUDENT SKI
REPS. SKI FREE! Looking for
adventure on the slopes this
winter? Become a campus
ambassador.Just3-4hoursa week
earns you a season of skiing-FREE.
For more information call the
Marketing Department at
Gunstock. (603)-293-4341.

Wine?@!#,
Cow?@!#,
Montreal?@!#- Thanks for a most
bodacious party weekend in
Montreal How 'bout that 'za? Oh
no no! No holds barred! Baah! Robin & Denise. P.S. Don't forget
guys that 2 fives equal a 1-! Party
on!

Come to late night at UNH.
D.J. Stuart Wilhoit Granite State
Room, Nov. 17th, 11 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Mary - I never want to hear
about another one of your
birthdays for the rest of yur life.

Paying $20 each for
commencement tickets. Dave 8624722.

C.J.
Thanx Kappa Delta for a
great formal! I'd like to thank some
sisters in particular: Kristen D.,
Cara D., Michele B., Libby, Jenn S.,
Kim V., Kelly L., and anyone else
who helped me! Thanx pledges
for a cute show! Thank you
chaperones: Mr. + Mrs. Monroe,
Mr.+ Mrs. Landry, Mr. + Mrs.
Lilly and Mrs. Vare! Love+ AOT
Tiffany.

CASWELL- Keep smiling
buddy! the Newd Squids are just
not the same without your
excellence on the court. Wishing
you a sppeeeedy recovery. Love,

L
Party Late Night Nov 17th
11 pm-2am Granite State Room,
Door prizes within 1st hour. Doors
close at 12:30!!

WinaS Disc CD player to be
raffled off within 1st hour at Late
Night at UNH!

M - Do you like secrets? The
other "bag" does! - M
D .J. Stuart Wilhoit sold out
crowds at Dartmouth, Plymouth,
Boston University and UMO.
Come and See Nov. 17, Granite
State Room.

Mary- From all of us who
are 21, Welcome Aboard!
!!! Burlington sound comes
to town!!! come dance to the spirit
and soul of MOTEL BROWN
(blues, reggae, rock band) and local
raggae sensation, RAST A PATA
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16th,

M - The other "bag" is really
pissin' me off! -M

Learn how to lead ... Learn
how to make a difference. Call
862-5443 or 862-4421 before Nov.
21st to reserve a space in a cam pus
wide leadership conference taking
place Dec. 1st.
Joy, Stepth, and Mel - On
Joys 21st lets keep the toilet intact
-huh? Thanks for everything! Love
you guys - Kim.
Honey Bunney, I promise
I'm being good, why would I
wanna watch golf with anyone
else? I Love You - Alex.
"Where's my bed?!" -the
knob exclaimed with a small 'eep'
as she came up the stairs and saw
the blank, empty worn spot on the
rug.
"Laughter is the best
medicine" Amateurcomedynight.
Nov 20 7:30 Strafford Rm. MUB to
benefit Nat'l Audobon Society.
Need a laugh? Come to
Amateur Comedy night Nov 20.
MUB 7:30 Strafford Rm. to benefit
Nat'lAudubon Society.

Lara - What are you doing?!
Why?! The WOS list grows!

Fresh powder at Park City,
Utah. Sun in Bahamas and
Barbados. Spring Break '91. UNH
Ski Club. Call us 862-1013.

:~

Learn leadership from
student leaders! Attend a campus
wide leadership conference on
Dec. 1st. Reserve a space today by
calling 862-5443 or 862-4421
(before Nov. 21st.)

Happy 21st Birthday,

·~

i

Greggles!
ince it's your birthday, you
on't have to do the
ishes ... not that you would
o them anyway!

i;.

It's
finally
Friday!
Presumably we made it through
last night, or else neither of us are
reading this right now.

Love,
Puddles & NO-ASS

Happy Birthday

Mary!
Yawhoo -your 21st!
love, your roommates,
Steph, Chris, & Laurie

Karla,
Always believe
me when I .tell
you I am going to
do somethingl

Love,

Alana

GibbsCoffeeHousell/16/
90 Welcomes all musicians- bands
- singers - open mike performers.
Call 2-5078.
NEWD SQUIDS ON THE
ROCK- 3 and 0, ready to roll!!
YOowwww!!

ADOPTION - Happy,
financially secure woman eager to
share my undivided love with a
child. Your wishes matter. Call
Judie - collect 508-744-1282.
Confidential, expenses paid as
legal.
Adoption - Professional
couple, UNH graduates wish to
adopt a healthy baby. Legal &
confidential, expenses paid. Call
our attorney Gregg collect 603772-4500
Ski tunes - UNH Ski Club Drop off Tues pick up Thurs Black
Diamond Tuners. Good prices.
Info call 862-1013.
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Interested in leadership?
Attend a campus wide leadership
conference on Dec. 1st, 1-4:30 pm
in the MUB. Call 862-5443 or 8644421 for reservations before
November 21st.
WAKEN' BAKE!! SPRING
BREAKINJAMAICA/CANCUN
FROM $429.00!! ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREE!! EARLY
BIRDSGETFREET-SHIRT! 1-800426-7710.
SCOPE - Good luck on
Sunday! Steph, use your walkietalkie in good health! Remember,
have fun! Suellen.
Improve your leadership
skills! Attend a campus wide
leadership conference on Dec.1st.
Make reservations by calling 8625443 or 862-4421 before Nov. 21st.
Hi Chris, There, you got a
personal! love, me.
Hi Matt.

Hey ' Jeff- I · am having
nightmares about that pea!! Why
did you ever tell me that story?
GET MUGGED AT UNH!
.25 COFFEE AT COFFEE OFFICE
THIS WED. - FRE. (WE SELL
MUGS TOO)

Thanks Jason, you're a real
babe and what a great salesman!
Send that little short guy over to
fix this drive, will you? Hey thanks
a lot, too bad you're in competition with my Dad.

Men have had two feet since
Concerend about your the beginning of time.
organization? Learn how to
improve your effectiveness!
Mr. Interviewee, You have
Attend a campus wide leadership your glasses to show your smarts
conference-Dec.1st, 1-4:30,MUB. and your smile to show your
charm, with such a combo theres's
SMITH
HALL'S no doubt you will make it to the
INTERNTIONAL
FOOD top. -Your lovely devoted fan.
LUNCHEON
FR TOA~
NOVEMBER 16TH 11:00 - 2:00 The Little Mermaid?????
LIVE STEEL DRUM BAND INTERNATIONAL CUISINE AT
Your head is the size of
AFFORDABLE PRICES
Greenland, too bad your brain is
the size of Sri Lanka.
You know, it's w~en they
look you in the eyes and say (I
would love to).

·corrections ...... .

Need a subletter for own
room in Davis Court for second
semester, female preferred. Call
Kathy 868-6458
How's your colon? You
know who you are.

On page five of the
Nov. 9 issue Jane Stapleton
was incorrectly identified
as the SHARPP Director.
She is actually a Direct
Service Coordinator for
SHARPP.

WINTER PARKING BAN
Parking on all streets, highways and parking lots is prohibited
between the hours of 1:00am thru 6:00am November 1 thru
March 31.
Resident lots are exempt from this, but vehicles must have the
appropriate permit ~o park in these lots.
Visitors should park in the metered section of lot C ONLY.
Vehicles must be·out by 7:00am on weekdays to allow for snow
removal. The enforcement of meter fees takes place from 8:00am
to 6:00 pm, Monday thru Friday.
Any vehicle so parked during the prohibited hours shall be
subjected to being ticked and towed at the owner's risk and
expense. The owner shall be required to pay ~11 towing costs
before the vehicle is released.
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SafeRides says ...

If You Booze
When You Cruise,
You're Bound
To Lose.
• JP's JUMBO Subs &
Sandwiches
.• Fresh Seafood
• Salads & More
• Daily Homemade
Specials

Don't drive intoxicated or ride with a
driver who is.
Call us at 862-1414 .
Serving Durham, Dover, Madbury, Lee,
Newmarket, Newington, and Portsmouth.
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays.
10:00 pm - 2:00 am.
To volunteer call 862-1414, 9-5 weekdays.

Free Delivery

SafeRides
862-1414

• 11 am - close
Saturday & Sunday

868-7449

1st Annual Pike

FAT TIRE
CLASSIC
Mountain bike race to benefit S.H.A.R.P.P .
..............................................................................................................................................................................
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All four-member teams welcome

Helmets required $25 registration fee per team

(tllJllliflllllfl111fJlltlll
-othe.r great prizes as well including complimentary race t~shirts to the
first 100 riders.
-pre-registration at Pi Kappa Alpha and in the MUB at
Campus Activities Board (CAB)

Scorpio's and Glory Daze

Sponsored by
HAYDEN
SPORTS

Funded by: PFO
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Weekend Sports
Watch:
-Men's Hockev at Northeastern,
Friday at 7pm
-Women's Hockey vs. Stoneham
Club,( exhibition) Sat. 7pm
-Football vs. UMass, Sat. 1pm

i,

ANKEE
FORECAS

THIS WEEKEND'S PREDICTIONS
UMASS OVER UNH
YALE OVER HARVARD
YOUNGSTOWN STATE OVER MAINE
WILLIAM & MARY OVER RICHMOND
HOLY CROSS OVER COLGATE
MIAMI OVER BOSTON COLLEGE
DARTMOUTH OVER PRINCETON
EDITOR'S NOTE: Each week that this column
misses more than one prediction, we will donate
$200 to the UNH Athletic fund.
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"home" opener in Manchester last
Fridaynightwearinga·patch with
the initials of their late coach
Robert A. Kullenon their left arms.
Kullen, who passed away on
November 3, will also be honored
by patched on the uniforms of the
UNH basketball team this season.
UNHhada weekend of rough
play and two blowout wins over
Alabama-Huntsville. The 'Cats
won 6-3 on Friday, and in the real
home opener at Snively on Sattrrday they destroyed the Chargers
8-2.
Ori Friday there was a scuffle
early in the third period following
a rush by Chris Winnes. "The
whistle had blown and their goalie
[Randy Resek] gave me a chop
with his stick behind the net,"
Winnes said. "So I hit him in the
chest protector with my stick just
to let him know I wasn't going to
take that. The next thing I knew,
everyone was around and the ref
just started taking numbers."
Three players on each team
were penalized on that play which
set off a rough third period. UNH's
sophomore goalie Bret Abel got
the win in his first start of the
season. Scott Morrow's fourth and
fifth goals of the season paced the Savo Mitrovic is up in the top scorers of the season with nine points
'Cats. UNH co-captain Riel Belle- in six games. (photo by Ben Frazier, Photo Editor)
garde sprained his knee in the first
Senior defenseman Kevin sists to Donovan and Scott Morperiod and will be out until 'at
least next weekend, when the Dean is being positioned in front row. Junior defenseman Steve
WildcatstraveltoupperNewYork of the goal on the Wildcat power Morrow had an excellent weekend
state to face Clarkson and St. play this year and scored his third on the defensive end and added
and fourth with deflections in front. three assists in the two games. He
Lawrence.
Everymemberofthe Wildcat . Dean has matched his previous and Messina have seven points
team was introduced by UNH career goal total with the four this each and are tied as the leading
hockey radio announcer ,Dick season. Junior defenseman Frank scorers on the UNH defense.
Osborne as they took the Snively Messina also matched his career
Junior Joe Flanagan nearly
Arena ice on Saturday. The crowd total this year with his second tally scored countless times Saturday
of 2,715 reacted enthusiastically Saturday night. Messina, an un- night. He simply had no luck as
and the 'Cats came out smoking. known entity of sorts entering the Resek made a few tough saves on
Domenic Amodeo swept season, had been playing great him. "Poor Flanagan is snakebit,"
behind the net uncovered, looked hockey on both ends of the ice.
said interim coach Dick U mile,
The freshmen also continued after the game. "I told him to just
for a pass on both sides of the cage,
camearoundfrontstillunchecked to contribute consistently. Bob snap them off. They're just not
and scored from about 10 feet in • Donovan(lgoal,lassist)isaplayer going in, but he's playing well."
front at 5:24. Chants of U-N-H to watch. He has speed, is a good
Senior netminder Pat Morrifollowed the first "Lively" Snively puckhandler, and plays with an son has 26 saves and recorded his
goal of the season. Charger Denis intensity that any fan can appreci- third win of the season. Charger
Skapeski tied thegameat 7:47, but ate. Jason Dexter, another fresh- goalies Randy Resek and Brian
man, scored his second with as- Toffey combined for 55 saves.
after that it was all UNH.

Men's .basketball loses
exhibition opener
By Chris York
Sports Staff Reporter
Last Tuesday night the UNH
men's basketball team lost an
exhibition game to an Ohio AAU
team 79-85. Bill Toole, a Kent State
graduate, led Ohio to a win with
20 points, which included sixthreepointers. In order to clear up any
confusion, this team is made up of
college graduates who did not go
on to play at a professional level.
The club team is touring the country playing different colleges in
exhibition matches.
UNH head coach Jim Boylan
played twelve of his players and
was happy with the outcome. '1

think we did enough things well
that there's a reason to feel encouraged by the way we played,"
said Boylan. "Just the fact that we
were able to play as many people
as we did and give guys some
good minutes is nice because you
can see we have options. Instead
of playing five or six guys like last
year, we can play eight or nine

guys being their first time out they
were all real nervous," said Boylan.
"Once they got over their jitters I
thought they all played pretty
well."
Ohio took control of the game
early behind Toole and EddieC~,
and left the 'Cats down 43-35 at
half time. Through the second
half Thielan and sophomore Pat

deep."

Manor pulled the Cats back and

NACAll-Star Eric Thielen led
the Cats, netting 15 points and 19
rebounds. Overall Boylan thought
it was a good outing for his young
players. "I thought our young

with 6:48 left in the game put the
'Cats ahead by one. UNH kept the
game close, but behind the threepoint gunning of Ohio's Toole, the
Wildcats couldn't keep up.

-
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By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Reporter
The UNH hockey team
breezed into their Hockey East
opener at Merrimack on Tuesday
with confidence after a weekend
sweep of Alabama-Huntsville that
brought their record to 5-0. This is
the best start for Wildcat hockey
since 1926-27 when the team was
6-0 for the whole season.
Evidently Merrimack wasn't
impressed and the upstart Warriors (3-1-1) edged the . 'Cats 3-2.
Merrimack won their second
straight league game and is currently tied for the Hockey East
lead with Boston College. This
follows predictions that the Warriors would dwell in the cellar this
season.
"We missed the net on three
breakaway opportunities," said
Dick Umile, UNH interim coach.
''That's inexcusable." All three of
those missed chances came in a
span of about 2 minutes in the
second period with the score tied
1-1.
(
Joe Hanagan split two defenders with a long pass to Chris
Winnes as he crossed the blue line.
Winnes, who is usually money in
the bank in this situation, missed
the net high to the right side. Bruce
MacDonald and Savo Mitrovic
missed the net as well, after excellent moves to break in alone on
Merrimack goalie YannicJ< Gosselin.
UNH netminder Pat Morrison (28 saves) and Gosselin (35)
were spectacular all night. Morrison kept the 'Cats in the game in
the first period with 11 saves and
UNH forced Gosselin into only 6
saves in a scoreless opening stanza.
"Morrison did a good job," Umile
said. "Pat's playing· very aggressively and coming out of the net.
Two of the three goals came of
deflections that were no fault of
his. The other was a loose puck in
front."
Merrimack took a 1-0 lead on
a bouncing puck. Tela Fowler
knocked it out of the air and into
the net after Morrison saved a shot
by6'6'.' Matt Hentges at 4:37 of the
second.
Less then 30 seconds later
UNH sniper Domenic Amodeo
potted his 5th of the year to tie the
game. Junior defenseman Frank
Messina, who has been playing
surprisingly well, flipped the puck

to Amodeo from the right point.
Amodeo showed a scorers mentality by stopping the bouncing
puck calmly just outside the crease
and switching to the backhand
before flipping it over Gosselin's
skate.
Before the period ended
Merrimack--...took a 2-1 lead on a
strike by Howie Rosenblatt. Tricaptain Sean Dooley shot from the
point and Rosenblatt got his stick
on it high in the left slot.
After he thought he tied the
game in the third period, Scott
Morrow raised his arms in celebration. He had picked up his own
rebound in the right circle and
fired it on goal into the crmyd.
Gosselin appeared to stop it and
rolled into the net. Referee Ned
Bunyon had blown his whistle
already and the goal didn't count.
Umile wouldn't use this as an
excuse. ''That's irrelevant," he
said. ''It was a quick whistle, but
he's supposed to blow it when he
loses sight of the puek."
Fowler's second goal gave the
Warriors a 3-1 lead, but the 'Cats
never quit. Co-captain David
MacIntyre' s shot came off the back
boards to Amodeo on the left in
front but Gosselin slid over from
the right post and flung his arm in
the air to deflect the shot.- With
2:52 left, Mitrovicmanaged to keep
a bouncing puck in the offensive
zoneatthe blue line. He directed it
on net where sophomore Greg
Klym put his third of the year past
Gosselin. Scott Morrow also assisted.
Morrow, Mitrovic, Klym, and
Amodeo all have 9 points this season for the team lead. A frantic attempt for the tie failed in the last
few minutes as Gosselin continued to frustrate UNH.
"I told our kids I was happy
withourplayoverall," Umilesaid.
"If we play that way throughout
the season we'll end up where we
want to be."
UNH travels to Northeastern
tonight for another Hockey East
match-up. Northeastern is struggling with goaltending and injuries, but UmileknowstheHuskies
willbereadytoplayathome. "We
played good hockey," he said. "We
just need to do a better job on faceoffs and make sure to get our shots
on net."
Game time at Matthews
Arena is 7 pm.
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Men's hoop begins season -with optimism
By Rob Henderson
Sports Staff Reporter
The NBA franchise Boston
Celtics are in a stage of rebuilding
their organization. Under first year
head coach Chris Ford they are
recruiting some young, quality
players that will eventually replace
the Hall of Fame veterans when
they retire.
Like the Celtics, the Wildcats

are also in a stage of rebuilding
under second year head coach Jim
Boylan. Although UNH may
probably never produce an NBA
Hall of Pamer, they are a team full
of young, confident, quality players.
Boylan, in his first recruiting
effort, nailed several talented.
freshmen, three of whom are 6 feet

7 inches or taller. These players,
along with seven returning lettermen, make for a good foundation
to start rebuilding the team. Boylan
is excited about the upcoming
season and feels that the team can
improve on last years dismal 5-23
record.
"We have depth at every
position this year which is some-

thing that we didn't have last
''Last year we averaged someseason. We have a lot of young where around 60 points a game,"
guys who are hungry to win," said said Boylan. ''You can't win in this
Boylan.
conference when you only averBoylan realizes that the key to age that many points."
success this year is to be able to
Despite the loss of a grad uproduce more offense than they ated Tommy Hammer, who holds
did last year and is implementing nearly every three point record at
amoreaggressive, up-tempo style
Please see Basketball, p. 31
of play in order to achieve this.

